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Abstract 

This thesis looks at the divide between people who believe that Canadian culture 

is sacred and should be exempt 60m trade regulations and those people who believe that 

culture should be governed as any other economic industry or trade commodity- The 

recent split-run magazine issue ctearly demonstrates this divide at work in the Canadian 

government. A brief look into the history of magazine policy shows that traditionally 

Canada has 'promoted' and 'protected' cultwd industries. This thesis examines the 

domestic politics and economics that surround the Canadian govenunent's decisions after 

the World Trade Organization ruled against Canada on split-run magazines in 1997. This 

thesis also looks at international political and economic factors that have affected 

Canadian policy decisions. In a world woven together by economic agreements Canada 

discovered that culture is considered to be an economic commodity. The challenge for 

the future will be to get both the cultural nationalists and the people who believe in the 

economic argument to agree or compromise and find a proper space for culture both 

domestically and internationally- 
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Cha~ter 1: Introduction and 
Literature Review 

"US Poised to Declare Trade War," 'Tt's UD to the PM as Trade War Nears" 

declare the fiont-page headlines of Canada's daily newspapers. According to these news 

reports, the United States is threatening Canada with a aadc war. I .  a tightly interwoven 

world market, a trade war is a serious menace. Why wouid Canada's closest neighbour 

and ally intimidate Canada in this way? What would escalate Canadian-American 

tensions to the point ofa trade war? The simple answer, this time, is magazines. The 

United States wants to sell split-run editions of their magazines in Canada without the 

restrictions on advertising and Canadian content that the Canadian government insists are 

necessary to protect its culture. There have been previous threats oftrade war, and 

magazines are the latest on the fist. If Canada does not allow split-runs, then the United 

States intends to block Canadian steel, lumber, plastics and textiies fkom entering the 

United states2 

Culture is important because it shapes our identity. A national identity is essential 

for a country because it helps to create unity and ~ymbolises the sovereignty of the state. 

Governments have long recognised the role that culture plays and have created policies to 

promote and protect it. In the 199OYs, the split-run magazine issue has dominated the 

North American cultural debate. While other cultural industries may be as important as 

the magazine industry, periodicals have sparked the central cultural debate in this decade. 

There is much to be learned fiom the split-run issue; among other things, it demonstrates 

the Canadian government's current position on culture, and it illustrates the continuing 



2 

debate over an independent culture in Canada- Like all cultural industries, the magazine 

industry is caught between economic reality and the cultural values that it portrays. 

The World Trade Organisation (TKTO) case in 1994 between the United States 

and Canada over the issue of split-run magazines demonstrates how culture and 

economics compete with each other for dominance in the cultural industry arena This 

thesis will offer an analysis of Canadian cultural policy in the magazine sector in light of 

the divisive debate between the importance of culture and economics. It will show how 

one relatively small cultural industry can catapult two c o d e s  with close. well- 

established relations to the brink of a disastrous trade war- 

When it comes to cultural industries the United States and Canada rarely see eye 

to eye. Canadian-American cultural difficulties are often amibuted to differing ideologies 

and values between the two countriesc There are two sides to the debate on cuitural 

industries, the cultural argument and the economic one. Typically, it is said that Canada 

takes a more cultural stance (i-e. that Canada protects and promotes its culture for the 

sake of national identity and Canadian sovereignty). "Canadian cultural nationalism is 

fbndamentally an internal Canadian matter, but it can have implications for U S  interests. 

This is particularly the case with respect to policies of cultural protection, as opposed to 

cultural promotion-"3 

Canada has two different types of laws concerning culture: namely, promotional 

and protectionist. "Cultural promotion refers to those internal policies of the Canadian 

government designed to reinforce and encourage the expression of Canadian culture. [. . -1 

Cultural protection refas to those steps taken by the Canadian govement which have 

the effect of regulating or reducing the American cultural presence in ~anada ."~  While 



there is a fine line between the two types, it is generally the 'protection' laws that upset 

the United States. Promotion is viewed as 'normal' and fk- However, protectionist 

policies sometimes transgress intematiod trade agreements and this is what the United 

States objects to. When cultural promotion is not enough, Canada will use protectionist 

measures. 

According to Janice Miuray, "there is a temptation for U S  officials to misread 

the overall phenomenon of Canadian cultural [natiodism] by interpreting it as a simple 

case of economic Much of cuitural nationalism does revolve around 

economics, but, for many, cultural industries are more than economic actors. Generally, 

the United States views its cultural industries as economic entities, which market 

'products' to a mass audience. With an economic base more than fourteen times larger 

than Canada, it is easy to see how their market can penetrate and influence the Canadian 

market. The Canadian government created cultural protection laws in order to encourage 

the survival of smaller segments of the Canadian industry. 

Entertainment is the second largest American e x p o d  Entertainment includes 

most cultural industry products, music recordings, films, books, magazines, etc. Culture 

is a large profit generator for Americans and they want trade liberalisation and 

deregulation in order to make more revenue. The United States wants £fee and fair access 

to the Canadian market. In 1994, they originated a trade dispute at the World Trade 

Organization ('TO) over Canadian laws in regard to split-M magazines. There have 

been multiple examples throughout history of the United States going to great lengths 

concerning cultural industries. American pressure and influence on the Canadian 

government in the cultural arena is what Franklyn GrifFihs f e d  the "greatest threat to 



Canadian sovereignty today.'" This thesis will examine the pros and cons of the debate 

between culture as a national identity or imrinsic value and d t w e  as an economic 

commodity. Assuming that Canada's centrd motivating force in protecting cultural 

industries is national identity or culture then is the federal policy effective in promoting 

that? If it isn't then the 'open' or economic argument may provide the best answers as to 

how Canadian cultural policy should be in the fiture-' 

National identity has been the subject of many debates in Canada. Is there a 

Canadian national identity? Ifso, what is it and how does one encourage its survival? 

And, whose responsibility is it to ensure that this happens? I believe that there is a 

Canadian national identity and culture. "Culture is not simply the arts. architecture, films. 

books sculpture and paintings of a nation- Culture is the historically developed values and 

patterns of behaviour covering the whole range of human activity. Quite simply, the 

culture of a people is its entire way of life."' That said cultural nationalists feel that the 

values and sentiments of being Canadian are displayed through art, often in the form of 

cultural products. Art seen in films, music, books and magazines is culture but is also an 

industry. There are companies that sell culture to make money. Cultural industries are 

one of the most accessible forms of culture that are available to the general public. 

Culture is a large part of the national identity; it expresses the ideas that make up a 

people's identity. By watching a Canadian film or reading a Canadian magazine the 

audience experiences the Canadian identity. It is the experiencing of Canadian identity 

As with many opposites, the cultural argument and the economic argument, like black and white, have 
many shades of grey in between  the^^^ In this thesis I: have laid out the two extreme viewpoints. The 
majority of people fall in between the two opposites- For example, many cultuIiil nationalists u m k m a d  
the importance of economic fkctots on culture, but culture remains the higher priority. Many economic 
integrationists also recognised the importance of cuIturt in a global and trchna10gicaUy advanced world, 
but place the emphasis on economic factors- Within the confines of this thesis there is not room to examine 



through cultural industries that the government is trying to save when it battles foreign 

domination of its industries and the loosening of its trade laws. 

Historically, the Canadian government has legislatively protected and promoted 

the magazine industry in the name of national identity and economic opportunity. 

Legislation in the 1960's protected Canadian magazines by prohibiting split-run editions. 

A split-run magazine is a "spin off edition that recycles content fkom its parent edition, 

adds some original content that appeals to a new market, then sells new advertising space 

at a price often substantially lower than in the parent editi~n-"~ This lasted until 1993. It 

has become increasingly apparent that globalization and technology have changed the 

world. Technology has also provided a means to skirt around the split-run prohibition by 

transmitting the magazines into Canada via satellite and other electronic means. To 

continue to protect and promote the periodical industry, the Canadian government needed 

to create new legislation to counteract the technological changes. It is this new legislation 

(Bill C-103) that provoked the United States to take Canada to the WTO. The United 

States then decided to challenge most of the older bills concerning periodicals. "The U.S. 

views the [magazine] sector on an economic basis primarily and is committed to ending 

trade restrictions which infringe on or are likely to limit its trading capacity."L0 

American concern to get Canada playing by its rules can set in motion a 
process that complicates discussion, sours the Canadian-American 
atmosphere, and makes problems more difficult to solve. Canadians are 
not always willing to let go unchallenged what they regard as narrow, self- 
interested argument and behaviour in testy exasperated terms." 

The WTO magazine w e  is a prime example of this. To most Canadians it is a cultural 

issue. Canadians are not only fighting for the economic d v a l  of the Canadian 

a l l  of the diEerent variations of the cultural and economic arguments. It will stlfiice to say that they are 
numerous and tbat this should exist in the back ofthe reader's mind while they read this paper. 



magazine industry, but are fighting to preseme the Canadian national identity that is 

transferred though the magazine medium. 

Canada's answer to the WTO ruling was Bill C-55, which was originally designed 

to keep split-runs out of Canada- The American government disliked C-55 and fought to 

eliminate it. Pressure and negotiations, both domestically between the Department of 

Canadian Heritage and the Departmeat ofhtemational Trade and internationally between 

Canada and the United States caused a shift to the final drafk of C-55 which changes the 

Canadian government's position on cultural policy concerning magazines. Prior to C-55 

Canada allowed no split-run magazines into Canada now they allow split-rum with a 

limited amount of Canadian advertising. The shift in policy is being looked at in the 

context of the cultural nationalist versus economic integrationist debate both domestically 

and internationally. The power of the economic integrationist argument, in this instance, 

has swayed the Canadian government fiom its previous policy to the new one. 

Have the policies adopted by the Canadian government in this decade, which are 

aimed at protecting cultural industries, been effective in terms of guaranteeing Canadian 

content and promoting the Canadian identity? Traditionally, cultural nationalists, who 

push for the maximum amount of protection of Canadian cultural industries fiom foreign 

influence and interference, have dictated Canadian cultural policy. So, fiom a cultural 

nationalist perspective the current endpoint of the Bill C-55 negotiations, which allows 

split-run magazines into Canada with a limited share of advertising market, has not been 

effective Canadian government policy in terms of preserving Canadian national identity. 

There is too much fear of the potential damage to Canadian content that the loss of 

advertising revenue could bring. However, fiom an economic standpoint the new 



magazine deal provides the Canadian magazine industry with competition From an 

economic viewpoint competition will provoke Canadian magazine publishers into 

creating better magazines. Thus, by this definition national identity will flourish from 

exposure to foreign competition. 

Both the cultural nationalists and those who prefer the economic argument feel 

that their positions will promote Canadian national identity and culture. However, the 

changing world of globalization, technology, domestic and international political and 

economic factors show that the cultural nationalist method of preserving Canadian 

culture is becoming outdated. The economic viewpoint is more in line with the world's 

current position, as well as ayiag to maintain Canada's distinct identity. Ifthe Canadian 

government and Canadians want to continue to protect culture &om the open market, the 

cultural nationalist argument will need to be modified to play the game by the winning 

set of rules, which at this time are economic rules. 

The Economic Arnumtnt 

Many Canadians and American see culture in a diametrically opposed fashion. 

Canadians tend to define culture holistically or in relation to the arts. The American 

definition of culture is information Information is routinely traded back and forth as a 

commodity within and between countries. By linking culture to the free flow of 

information culture is also intrinsically linked to cctechnology transfer, exchange of 

services and protection of intellectug property an2 therefore fiee trade."12 Culture and 

information are linked through technology because they both depend on the same systems 

of production and distribution." "Culture and information in the 1990's are produced in 

industrial settings sold for profit, and subject to some form of legal protection as 



property. There is also a growing acceptance of economic language, which describes 

culture and information under the common heading of ' se~ces ' . " [~  Even UNESCO 

admitted in 1978 that '%ulture was not spontaneous and unconditioned but subject to 

economic and technological fa~tors."'~ When seen in this Light, it seems natural that 

cultural goods are products to be traded like any other.16 

As Acheson and Made put ity there are two sides to the culture-economic debate - 

the open one and the nationalist one. "The open view is that [cultural] industries are no 

different fiom any other. [. ..I The nationalist argument stresses that culture differs fiom 

steel or T-shirts."" While some Canadians, like Acheson and W e ,  prefer the open 

view, Canadians generally perceive that it is primPrily the United States that holds that 

viewpoint. The United States monopolizes a large percentage ofworld informati~n.'~ 

Cultural protection is an obstacle to the fhe flow of American information or culture and 

Americans generally favour the dismantling of Canadian cultural policy for economic 

reasons. 

The U. S. claims that the discussion is about business, about fiee and open 
trade, consumer fieedom, and fieedom of speech. Canada's position is 
that, despite the economic dimension of culture, special considerations are 
required to sustain Canadian cultural expression in the face of increasing 
homogenisation (read Amencanisation) of cultural products.'g 

Among other things, Canada fears pan-North American cultural homogenisation The 

economic argument says that by allowing the Canadian magazine market to be opened to 

international competition, it will promote growth in the industry. The competition will 

stimulate better Canadian products. With better Canadian cultural products, like 

magazines, to sell, there is an increase in trade diversity. With increased diversity, the 



threat of American homogenisation is minimised. However, the Canadian government 

perceives foreign cultural domination via trade liberalisation as a threat. 

Foreign cultural domination in Canada typically refers to American cultural 

domination American culture has invaded all Canadian cuItural industries. 

Historically, the main context of the periodical debate has revolved around 
the ways in which American periodicals may adversely affect Canada and 
Canadians. At first, the main cultural and economic issues involved 1) the 
need to retain British Canadian traditions, 2) the effect low-class 
American magazines might have on the values and attitudes of Canadians, 
particularly young Canadians; 3) the danger that Canadian readen would 
be led to emigrate to the US., and 4) the & i s  of Canadian economic 
policies on Canadian owned periodicals that competed with US. 
periodicals.20 

While this quotation is more than twenty-five years old, the issues are essentially the 

same today, as they were when this book was published in 1974. The problem of French 

periodicals being affected is minimal due to the language barrier. It is English Canadian 

periodicals that are seen to be more at risk &om American domination. 

Acheson and Maule strongly believe that the barriers that have been erected to 

protect culture from foreign domination should be removed. "To some, the support of an 

open policy is just a code for favouring commercialism at the expense of culture. The 

reality is that the policies distort the business of culture while doing little to encourage 

content that is identifiably ~anadian ."~~ They feel that under all of the hype to protect 

culture, the main point (promoting culture) is being lost. "As policy makers become 

engrossed with whether or not effective control is being exercised, they lose sight of why 

it is important in the first place. If the broadcasting entity is conforming to Canadian 

regulations, the source of capital seems irrelevant."22 Their point is that cuiture should 

not be lost under a bureaucratic landslide. Governmental cultural policy, instead of 



encouraging the growth of culture, actually works to suffocate it. Culture begins in an 

imagination given free rein If government policies are too tight, they restrict budding 

ideas and artists. Culture harnessed by governmental policy will eventually d o c a t e  

culture more completely than foreign domination could. 

Yet, can one really say that culture has been lost in the shuffle? Cultural 

'products' are still highly visible in everyday life. Cultural industries are a business, but 

Canadian laws are designed to promote the industry in order to increase the Canadian 

content. One could take a position contrary to Acheson and Made's view and argue that 

the debate over the control of cultural industries promotes culture. Media tends to pick up 

policy debates as news items and send them out to the public for open discussion. The 

more discussion that is generated around the topic of culture, the more that people will 

recognize its importance in Life. It also opens channels for discussion about what the 

citizens think that Canada's cultural policy should be. Cultural nationalists argue that this 

debate about cultural industries and related policies helps to further Canada's national 

identity simply because citizens are aware of the issues. 

While Canada has a history of creating legislation to minimise the entry of foreign 

culture into the country, Canada has also been a large exporter of its own culture. For 

example, many Canadian films do better abroad than they do at home and this can lead to 

Canadian talent moving abroad. 

For a steadily increasing number of Canadian producers, opportunities 
abroad are becoming more important than domestic opportunities. As long 
as the Canadian market was protected and foreign markets were relatively 
open, Canadian producers had a common interest in supporting current 
cultural policies. We expect that the increased value of international 
commercial opportunities generated by the new technologies will make it 
harder for a small country to have it both ways - to protect its domestic 
market and have access to the markets of o thed3  



John Raiston Saul says that Canada should place the emphasis on accessing the markets 

of others instead of protecting the home market. He feels that Canada needs to export its 

culture more. 

By exporting Canadian culture around the world more people will be exposed to it 

and therefore interested, which wiU promote further trade for Canada in other areas. 

"Culture is [. . . j the face of Canada abroad. To the extent that foreign policy is dependent 

on foreign public recognition - an identifiable image and a sense at alI levels of what we 

stand for, what kind of society we are, what we sell - that policy is dependent on our 

projection of our culture."24 This viewpoint essentially says that while culture is 

important, it will have a better chance of sunriving and future success it if is treated as an 

economic commodity. 

The global marketing and distribution of American-made films, television 
shows, book, records, and videos, as well as tours by American musicians 
or travelling exhibits of American art, inevitably contribute to wider 
acceptance of United States' policies either by inculcating or reinforcing 
values which an consistent with its economic and security interests." 

Saul and Carr are suggesting that Canada should adopt a similar policy of promoting its 

culture abroad for economic gain. This would both help to boost the national economy 

and Canadian cultural awareness. 

Canadians are living in an era of fiscai responsibility. This has effected cultural 

industries deeply. Forced budget cutbacks hurt the cultural industries that rely on these 

funds. For example, the postal subsidies for magazines were greatly reduced in the 

1990's. By reducing the amount of b d s  that a cultural industry receives, the 

government also reduces its effectiveness in helping the artists and reaching the people. 

The government insists that these are budgetary decisions but critics fear that Canada is 



caving into American pressure for a k e r  market in Fiscd responsibility and 

budget cutbacks undermine the government's commitment to promoting and protecting 

Canada's cultwal industries. Some people say that this is the government's way of 

quietly pointing out that these industries would be better ifthey functioned as hlly 

market-based organisations. 

"Despite steadily increasing trade with the US. over more than f3ky years, 

Canadians have not become less but in faa more Canadian Free trade will help by 

strengthening the economy and forcing cultural production to be streamlined and self- 

suffi~ient."~' In order to understand how free trade does not dissolve culnual sovereignty 

one only need to look at the European Union, Ireland or New Zealand. Carr argues that 

fiee trade has not undermined cultural scwexeignty in any of these places.28 

The economic rationalisation is an argument of the times. It does not cling to 

traditional ideas of cultural identity through protectionism. The open viewpoint suggests 

other ways of promoting Canadian cultwe as well as keeping up with a changing world 

of technology and global markets. However, there are also many criticisms of this 

assertion. 

The Cultural ~rrurnent' 

As former President of France, Frampis Mitterand once said, "who could be blind 

today to the threat of a word gradually invaded by Anglo-Saxon [read American] culture, 

under the cover of economic libera~ism?"~ The French, the Australians and many other 

countries join voices with Canada in lobbying for cultural protection on an international 

The economic argument is made using empirical data to back up their claimslaims in fontran to this 
objectively laid out paspcctive, the cultural is made fiOm a very subjective point of view. This 
makes the two sides of the dcbate ditlicult to comparr effectively. The realerneecls to mkmtami that the 
cultural argument will not be presented in the same manner as the economic one because the rhetoric is 



level. These culturally nationalist countries do not subscribe to the idea that culture is an 

economic commodity to be bought and sold. "There is a fimdamental difference between 

watching television on a Japanese set  and watching a Japanese program."30 Culture is 

different because it is designed for intellectual consumption Cultural nationalists work 

hard to emphasise this difference. 

"While the US. argues that a totaliy open market is required to permit true 

consumer choice, the Canadian policy challenge is to a w r e  that regulations are in place 

that will provide Canadians access to Canadian cultural products in a market dominated 

by U. S. Canadians need to see, hear and read other Canadians works. 

'VUnrtunate1y, the economics of these industries is such that under liberalised access 

many citizens tend not to consume the domestic productions or commercial distributors 

fail to make them available."32 Some say that if Canadians do not want to consume 

Canadian cultural products then la them consume foreign cultural goods. But "if it were 

left to market forces, there would be almost no room for Canadian production, however 

attractive those programs would be to Canadians. The harsh economics of the cultural 

business would dictate buying foreign which is generally to say American production at a 

very much lower cost.'"' 

"In contrast to most manufactwed goods which are made and sold in direct 

response to ascertainable market demand, many cuhral products are created according to 

aesthetic and political criteria which have little to do with standard economic thinking."34 

The Americans believe that the fkee flow of information [read culture] creates diversity 

and multiplicity by allowing more voices rather than fewer3' Canada contends that 

completely different and incomgatiiie- This is an issue that cannot be reconciled within the pages of this 
thesis. 



American d t u r e  flowing M y  into Canada creates a dominant homogenised culture. h 

this situation, market forces would not allow for the diversity of Canadian products 

alongside American ones. 'Because the political economy of incorporated cultural seeks 

out the lowest common denominator and is therefore oriented toward hornogenisation 

rather than diversity, it is equally legitimate to worry about what is happening to cultural 

quality."36 This means that Canadian culture starts to disappear. "The real victim ofthe 

fiee flow of American information is culture itself."" The Canadian identity depends on 

the presence of Canadian culture. Therefore cultural nationalists argue against culture as 

a fkee market commodity. They fscl that "Americans create a monopoly of knowledge in 

the cultural sphere. Cultural producers in small countries can't compete with their foreign 

counterparts and this limits domestic audience exposure."38 

There is also an element of national identity that resurfaces- If Canadians ingest 

mainly foreign (American) culture' then how are Canadians different ffom Americans? 

Why bother having a sovereign country? Canadians need to be constantly reminded of 

their own culture, how it is different from American culture and why is it important. 

Canadian culture may not cease to exist if it is not present in mainstream culture but 

culturaf nationalists feel that Canadian culture has a larger chance of nrrvival if it reaches 

a broad audience. It wi l l  reach a broader audience if it is present in the mainstream. The 

only way to guarantee continued Canadian content in the mainstream seems to be by 

regulating the amount of foreign culture that comes into Canada. "In the special 

circumstances created by Canada's small population, large distances, and very close 

proximity to the United States, Canadians cannot experience a 'normoly attribute of 

national life, meaning contact with their own culture, in any other way than through the 



intervention of the state."3g One of the most obvious reasons for Canadian dependence is 

simply size and geography [the United States has ten times the population of Canada] and 

it is right next door. One can "hardly expect to be equals, especially when the larger 

community is as technologically advanced and economically powem as the United 

States is?' 

The Canadian government has also set a precedent of fivouring cultural 

nationalism. "The exigencies ofshaping and maintaining a cultural life in Canada's 

space and under Canada's circumstances had already caused a sense of the need for 

desirability and importance of state action to support cultud4'l Once the assistance has 

been in place for a long time, it becomes 'normalised' and is very hard to remove. In fact, 

because of this, some industries consider state intervention a right and become angry 

when government involvement or action is reduced. For example, the Canadian 

Magazine Publishers' Association fiercely protested the reduction of postal subsidies. 

Smith argues that by diminishing subsidies and other types of aid to cultural industries, 

the government is denying citizens access to ''what makes life in definable and self- 

conscious communities possible."42 

The magazine as a medium is an integral part of Canadian culture because of its 

ability to communicate ideas across large distances and to create a community. Not all 

societies include media as part of their culture. However, in the Canadian context media 

has always played a large role in defining culture. Magazines create cuItural links among 

people, and this in turn promotes national awareness. "Magazines help foster in 

Canadians a sense of ourselves. They enable us to see ourselves as others see us. Like the 

image in a mirror held in our own hands, they give us an unclouded vision of ourselves. 



They also enable us to view the rest ofthe world fkom a Canadian 

Canada's argument is that 'editorial material developed for the Canadian market reflects 

a Canadian perspective and contains specific information of interest to canadians-"a 

Magazines, Paul Audley explains, are unlike newspapers because they are mainly a 

national rather than locaf medim4' While there are national newspapers, like the Globe 

and Mail and the National Post, these are only two compared to the hundreds of national 

magazines. Magazines, being national in scope and influence, are a more iikely medium 

by which to carry national cultural content across a large and diverse nation like Canada 

than other similar mediums are- 

The Americans argue that magazines are a commodity to be bought and sold like 

any other. They argue that the cultural content is minimal and that there are many other 

non-cultural reasons as to why a consumer would buy a magazine. The United States said 

that 

the type, texture, colour, richness, and even the perfume of the paper can 
be important factors to market appeal. The dimensions ofa magazine, the 
manner in which its pages are bound, the typesetting and the appearance 
of the ink can also be significant. The type, appearance, and frequency of 
advertisements may be a factor in a consumer's purchasing decisions as 
well. All of these attributes - including editorial content - combine for an 
overall package.46 

While the Canadian government acknowledges the tmth in this, they say it is the 

message not the medium that people search out. "Magazines, as with any 

communications media, impart and distribute information and, in the process of 

transmission, also have the capacity to create a culture derived from their very 

use."47 Periodicals are also fiee of daily deadlines. With weekly or monthly 

deadlines there is more time to "bring a balanced perspective to issues unfolding 



too rapidly for controlled understanding-'* This also enables them to "aspire to a 

level of excellence that is seldom attainable in other media [...I Magazines add a 

journalistic dimension which no other medium can prove - depth and wholeness 

and texture, plus the visual impact of graphic design."4g Magazines, because of 

their intrinsic nature, are effective vehicles for the transmission of Canadian 

culture across the countrytry The very purpose of a magazine is 'intellectual 

consumption,' not physical use or physical consumption5o It is the intellectual 

capacity of a magazine that holds culture. It is the intellectual and cultural content 

that Canada is trying to protect. 

Canadian law prohibits split-run magazines. The reason that the 

government targeted split-runs is because they have an extremely low or non- 

existent Canadian content. There is little or no Canadian culture in a split-run 

edition. Split-run magazines also steal advertising revenue away Corn Canadian 

magazines- Advertising revenue is central to the survival of a magazine. Money 

earned from advertisements "suppons the cost of the editorial content and makes 

it possible for the publisher to provide the magazine at rates a reader can afford or 

in some cases provide the magazine at no ma to the reader."" The more 

advertising revenue that comes in, the more a magazine can spend on creating 

better editorials. The better the editorials are, the more people will buy the 

magazine. The magazine industry revolves around a circular pattern of 

dependence on advertising money, good writing and consumers. The initial 

advertising revenue is crucial in providing Canadian content in a magazine. 



Peopie who support the economic viewpoint argue that while the 

sentiment behind cultural nationalism may be valid, the policies that the C d i a n  

government makes to encourage the growth of cultural industries are more about 

economics because they target economically measurable items, such as 

advertisement percentages. Much of the current debate about cultural industdes 

fails along the lines of the cultural-economic debate explained above. This debate 

highlights the reasons why tension between Canada and the U S  develop over 

culture. 

"Canadian cultural natiodism is grounded in a cemtwy long quest for a 

national identity that defines a Canadian 'separateness' fiom the United 

The Canadian government has protected and promoted culture in an attempt to 

create a distinct identity for Canadians, separate corn the American one. 

However, remaining unique in an increasingly global world is becoming more d 

more clif£hlt. Technology, global markets, strict trade regulations and an 

American dominated unipolar world are hindering the Canadian government's 

plans to continue protecting culture as it has in the past. The following chapter 

will describe how Canadian cultural policy in regards to the magazine industry 

has developed and changed throughout this century. It will show how Canada has 

arrived at the current split-run magazine crisis. 
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Chanter 2: The Historv of 
Magazine Policv 

In order to understand where we are going, we must know where we have been. 

This is an old cliche, but like many cliches it cames a ring of truth. At first glance the 

split-run magazine issue seems like a new problem that has arisen between Canada and 

the United States. However, upon closer inspection one discovers that there is a long 

history of discontent between Canada and the United States on cultural issues. 

Magazines, in particular, have a long history of dispute. 

"Since Confederation, Canadians have expressed the fear of being cannibalized 

by the United States: this concern has been expressed in many economic, political, and 

socio-cultural issues and has continued over the years because of the apparent ease with 

which the United States has been able to establish economic influence in ~anada."' 

While the idea of annexing Canadian territory may bave died out years ago, there is a 

newer form of invasion. The contemporary assault is culturaI. American television 

programs, films, books, music, etc. flow across the border into Canada in large quantities 

every day, influencing the minds of Canadians. It is this influence that cultural 

nationalists feel will destroy the Canadian national identity. 

It was around the 1920's that British authority over Canada began to wane. 

Simultaneously American influence started to become more evident2 When American 

culture first started appearing in Canada, the Canadian government and interest groups 

moved to minimise its impact. Prior to the 1920's there was only a very small periodical 

industry in Canada. ''Propinquity to the United States, a common North American 

language and culture, and a relatively sparse and dispersed population posed formidable 



obstacles to the development of a distinct and flourishing Canadian periodical 

In the early 1920's the Magazine Publishers' Association of Canada W A C )  began 

lobbying "for a tariff on imported magazines, especially on those publications that 

contained a high ratio of advertising to editorial content or those whose content did little 

to advance the arts, letters and  science^."^ It was recognised in parliament as early as the 

1920's that American magazines "posed an economic threat because of the substantial 

volume of advertising they conveyed, which attracted customers that would otherwise 

buy &om Canadian manufacturers-" Canadian publishers also pushed for the 

government to create a "tariff on paper entering Canada in the form of finished 

magazines and to have the duties on paper, ink, engravings, and other raw materials used 

in magazine production rerno~ed."~ However, not everyone felt a need to protect the 

magazine industry. The Consumer's League of Canada and the Canadian Wholesale 

Newspapers Association were against the idea of a t a .  because they felt it would raise 

the cost of popular American magazines which would allow domestic magazines to do 

the same.' 

In 1930, the Canadian government imposed a tariff based on the amount of 

advertising in a magazine. "Magazines with 20% or less advertising were allowed fiee 

entry; magazines with between 20% and 30.h advertising content paid two cents a copy; 

and those with advertising content greater than 30% paid five cents per copy."* The 

Canadian magazine industry profited enormously from this tar* 

Between 193 1 and 1935, the circulation ofUS magazines in Canada 
decreased by close to 60./0 and Canadian magazines picked up most of the 
slack. The tariff also encouraged some fifty American magazines to begin 
printing in Canada the copies intended for the Canadian market - a branch 
plant side e f f i  that was altogetha consistent with Canadian economic 
policy at the time.9 



Canadian cultural policy was effective in promoting the production and distribution of 

magazines in the 1930's. In 1935, the Liberals came back into power and abolished the 

magazine tatiff with the hope of establishing closer trading ties to the United states." 

Mackenzie King denounced the magazine tariffbecause it altered the tiee flow of 

information across the border. King also warned of "possible US. reprisals, such as loss 

of oppormnities for Canadian writers in American magazines; restrictions on pulp and 

paper exports to the United States; and a possible cutback in the tourist trade, since 

Americans might experience difEicu1ty in obtaining home magazines." ' So, while there 

was a fear of the influence of American culture in Canada, there was also the fear of the 

power that Americans could wield over the economy. 

After the elimination ofthe 1930's tariff, American magazine circulation rose 

back up to its previous high sales level. ''By the late 1950's it was apparent that most 

consumer magazines read in Canada originated in the United ~tates."'~ In 1948 

American magazines held 67% of the By 1954 that figure had risen to 80% of 

the Canadian market, 40% of which was held by Reader's Digest and ~ i rne . '~  American 

magazines were taking over Canada again. They "provided fierce competition [. . .] since 

their editorial coas were substantially lower than for Canadian magazines." '' The 

O'Leary Commission noted that "Canadian magazines were structurally impeded fiom 

accessing their own markeCL6 

In 1956, the Liberal government responded to this decline by implementing a 

20% tax on advertising in Canadian editions of foreign magazines. One year later, the 

new Conservative government removed the tax. They also started a royal commission to 

examine the matter." The O'Leary Commission was appointed in 1960 to look into and 



report on the "position of and prospects for Cadian magazines and other periodicals 

with special but not exclusive consideration being given to problems arising from 

competition with similar publications which are largely or entirely edited outside of 

Canada or are largely or entinly foreign in content."'' The 07Leary Commission stated 

that "advertising revenue is the very lifeblood of the magazine industry [and that] Time 

and Reader's Dinest, by their unfair competitive advantages, were able to reap a 

disproportionate share and thereby seriously detract from the success of Canadian 

publications ." lg The Commission recommended 

A)That the deduction fiom income by a taxpayer of expenditures incurred 
for advertising directed at the Canadian market in a foreign periodical, 
wherever printed, be disallowed. B) That the entry into Canada &om 
abroad of a periodical containing Canadian domestic advertising be 
excluded under Schedule C of the Customs AC~** 

After a carefbl analysis, the O'Leary Commission took a cultural nationalist stand and 

advocated protecting Canadian magazines. The Commission felt that "only a t d y  

Canadian printing press, one with the 'feel' of Canada and directly responsible to 

Canada, can give us the critical analysis, the informed discourse and dialogue which are 

indispensable in a sovereign society."2' 
- 

Prime Minister Diefenbaker' s attempts to implement the 0 'Leary Commission 

recommendations were met by harsh disapproval fiom the United stated2 Reader's 

Digest and Time both loudly protested their supposedly imminent banishment firom 

Canada. However, with a change in government in 1963, Reader's Digest and Time were 

temporarily saved. The Liberals delayed acting on the issue for over a year because of 

internal divisions on the subject? 



In late 1964, the Liberal government took measures to allow Canadian periodicals 

access to their cwn markets for d tura l  reasons. They amended the Income Tax Act, 

which prohibited deductions for advertising aimed towards Canadians that were printed 

in foreign periodicals. Time and Reader's Digest because oftheir large share of the 

Canadian market, were exempted fiom the ~ c t ?  It has also been suggested that they 

were 'declared Canadian' in order to get the United States' signature on an Automobile 

Production Sharing ~greement-" In the same year Schedule C of the Customs Tariff 

9958 was altered. T a r s  9958 prevented split-run editions of foreign magazines from 

coming into canadaZ6 However, TTariff Code 9958 does not apply to magazines that 

promote the development of fine arts, letters, scholarship or religion- The main intent of 

Tariff Code 995 8 "is to prevent foreign magazines with no Canadian content or foreign 

magazines with limited Canadian content (i-e. split-runs) from attracting advertising 

specifically directed to Canadian readers2' 

In 1975, the government amended the Income Tax Act, through Bill C-58, to 

divert advertising revenue away from Time and Reader's Digest. Bill C-58 essentially 

removed the exemption fiom Time and Reader's ~ i w . ~ ~  Now, in order for advertising 

to be tax deductible magazines had to be 75% Canadian owned at minimum and carry 

subject matter that is different (meaning not more than 20% the same).w Bill C-58 had 

an immediate and visible impact. 

Time closed its Canadian operation a few weeks later, though it continued 
legally to publish a Canadian edition out of its New York office in which 
ads placed by a Canadians were not eligible for a tax deduction. Reader's 
Di~eSt reorganized its corporate structure to create a Canadian foundation 
that published an edition eligible for the tax deduction30 



This reopened large sectors ofthe magazine market to Canadians. As in the 19307s, the 

Canadian magazine industry prospered as a result of tbis decision In 197 1, before Bill C- 

5 8, Canadian magazines held 299% of the total circulatioa By 198 1 the Canadian 

market share had risen to 39.4% and in 1992 Canadian magazines accounted for 67.7% of 

all magazines circulated in ~anada-~l This clearly demonstrates a rise in the distribution 

of Canadian content af3er a law was passed in order to make it happen 

It was felt that competition fiom foreign paiodicaIs was Iimitiag the amount of 

Canadian content in magazines that was reaching the people. The development of a 

national culture is dependent on the amount of access that citizens have to their culture. 

The split-nm magazine policy ccrecognises the s o c i d t u r a l  significance of periodicals in 

the national context and expresses confidence in the ability of Canadian magazine firms 

to make a real contrib~tion."'~ 

PostaI Subsidies 

Poaal subsidies have been in effect in Canada since 1908." The Canadian 

government provides two measures to help reduce the cost of mail delivery for eligible 

Canadian magazines. "First, the Publications Assistance Program (PAP) provides bnds 

to Canadian-owned and controlled, paid-circulation magazines that meet certain editorial 

and advertising requirements. [. . .] Second, Canada Post offers a discounted bulk rate for 

publications that meet certain eligibility req~irernents."'~ To qualify for aid, Canadian 

periodicals must meet the following criteria: 

a) produced by a person or company whose primary business is 
publishing; b) Canadian ownership and control; c) published, printed and 
mailed in Canada; d) edited in Canada; e) eligible editorial categories; f )  
minimum paid circulation requirement; g) maximum advertising 
allowance; h) frequency, and I) minimum price." 



The CMPA estimates that only about 35% of all magazine copies f'hU into the current 

subsidy category.36 

Canada Post became a Crown corporation in 198 1." In becoming a Crown 

corporation, Canada Post gained independence f?om the government, except in financial 

matters. The government of Canada provides Canada Post with money to help certain 

publications by easing the postal rates. The postal subsidies were designed to develop and 

promote Canadian culture through the provision of h d i n g  to publications W e  Canadian 

periodicals, that are mailed in Cenada for delivery in ~anada?* In early 1990, the 

government stated that the Assistance Program would be incrementally reduced to zero 

by 1996. However in 1996, the program was extended by an extra three years. 39 

S~lit-Run Manrrzines 

The last several decades have been years of eaonnous change. Globalization and 

technological advancements have transformed world markets. "Periodical publishing has 

gone through significant economic and organisational changes during the 1980's and 

1990's l_c a result of technological changes, the regulatory environment and shifting 

market  condition^."^ Both globalization and technology have had dramatic effects on 

the magazine industry. Globalization has brought about an entangling web of world 

markets, with most ofthem being very open 'The American market for magazines is 

nearly saturated. New markets beckon."41 Canada is a market that is hungry for 

American cultural products and therefore is the logical choice for American expansion. 

"In January 1993, Time Canada Inc. announced plans to print a split-run edition 

of S~orts Illustrated with Canadian advertising by using electronic transmission to ship 

the editorial content into ~anada."~' Electronic transmission meant that there was 



nothing at the border for Canadian customs to stop and it meant that the magazine was 

printed in canadaSQ These technological advancements allowed Time-Warner to avoid 

the laws blocking split-run magazines and legally produce them. The April 5& S~or ts  

Illustrated Canada edition held approximately 30./0 Canadian content and used forty 

pages of Canadian advertising worth about $250,000- A Canadian journalist wrote one 

piece, but all of the editorial content was put together at Time's New York ofice 

(Magder 2). ''In the Swrts Illustrated case, satellite technology provided alternatives for 

delivering content that disturbed the domestic and international status quo.'* People 

who support the nationalist perspective say that "when globalization and the information 

and communications revolution are erasing national borders, Canada needs more than 

ever to commit itself to cultural development-'" 

In 1 992, the Liberal government released the Cultural Policv Discussion Pauer. It 

opened with a quotation fiom Prime Minister Jean CMien: 

If our culture is to flourish as an expression of the Canadian reality, this 
country's creators and artists must achieve better access to their domestic 
market to ensure that Canadian voices, reflecting our hopes and our 
values, are both seen and heard. At no point should cultural policies be 
used as bargaining chips in trade negotiations. If our country abdicates its 
responsibility for national cultural policies, it would be impossible to stem 
the tide of foreign dominance and the suppression of Canadian cultural 
identity.' 

This explains why the Canadian government has gone to great lengths to protect 

the Canadian periodical industry f?om the recent technological developments that 

have made split-runs temporarily legal again. 

"Sports Illustrated nicely illustrates the emerging strategy [of split-run 

magazines]: to produce just enough local (or national) content to attract new 

readers and new advertisers.'" The Canadian Magazine Publisher's Association 



(CMPA) made a powerful argument that 'We publication of . ~ u s t r a t e d  

Canada violated the spirit of a twenty-eight year old federal regulation banning 

the importation of magvines of its type."48 The govemment's response was to 

create a Task Force to examhe the issue. The job ofthe Task Force was to 

"propose measures that will enable the government to effectively carry out its 

policy objective of ensuring that Canrdians have access to Canadinn information 

and ideas through genuinely Canadian 

The Task Force stated that the American magazine industry is much Larger and 

more powerful, and this could have a detrimental effkct on the weaker Canadian counter- 

part. The Task Force discovered that "because American publishers can cover the fixed 

costs of production in their home market, they can undercut the standard Canadian 

advertising rate and thus compensate Canadian advertisers for the inability to deduct 

advertising expenditures in such magazines."" Advertising revenue is central to the 

magazine industry and Canadian periodicals do not want to lose any of it. The Task Force 

rationalized that "the Canadian magazines could Lose close to 40% of current advertising 

revenues and that average operating profits would drop by 8~%."'' The loss of 40% of 

advertising earnings would mean that the editorial content would be downgraded by 

about 40%. With Lower editorial standards there would be fewer buyers, and lower 

profits. "In 199 1- 1992, roughly 64% of all revenue of Canadian magazines came fiom 

advertising."" When dropped by 4 W ,  there is little revenue left with which to create a 

successfbl magazine.53 There are also very fcw Canadian magazines that earn operating 

profits. To lose 85% of operating profits would wipe out most of the industry.54 If 

Canada wanted to maintain its magazine industry as a vehicle for natiod cultural 



distribution, then it needed to protect the business from the new technological changes 

that threaten it. The Task Force recommended that the government impose an excise tax 

on "magazines distributed in Canada that contain advertisements primarily directed at 

Canadians and editorial content which is substantialiy the same as the editorial content of 

one or more issues or one or more periodicals that contain advertisements that, taken as a 

whole, are not primarily directed at ~anadians."" The implementation of the excise tax 

combined with Tiuiff Code 9958, according to the Task Force, is vital to continuing the 

availability and quality of Canadian magazines." 

In 1995, the Canadian government mounced that it would follow the Task 

Force's recommendations. This was the birth ofBill C-103, 'When Bill C-103 was 

introduced in the House ofCommons in mid-June 1996, there was one substantial change 

to the Task Force's recommendation It was that the 800/0 excise tax would apply to all 

future editions of Sports Illustrated Canada, [Ohstead of the six that the Task Force 

suggested exempting] as well as any new split-run magazines."" Michel Dupuy (then 

Minister of Canadian Heritage) asserted that Bill C-103 was not a law designed to hinder 

trade, but a law designed to promote the survival of an 'industry that was economically 

fragile'? The government tried to word Bill C-103 to avoid challenges under the Free 

Trade Agreement (FTA), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Uofortunately it was unsuccessful in 

complying with GATT law. "Time Canada's legal representative, Ron Atkey, who had 

been a minister in the Mulroney government, made repeated claims that as a tax measure 

the proposal was illegal because it appeared to be aimed at m individual firm and was 

designed to be punitive rather than rwen~e-~enerating-"~~ The United States government 



also protested Bill C-103. The United States Trade Representative (USTR) felt that the 

Canadian government was "evicting a U S  business enterprise which was established in 

Canada and consistent with Canadian laws" and that Bill C-103 ''unfairly protected 

Canada's domestic magazine industry."' Despite C a d s  attempts to avoid conflict 

over Bill C-103, USTR reso1ved to take Canada to the World Trade Or-tion to settle 

the issue, 

The WTO Case 

The United States was adamant that Canada had broken international trade 

agreements with Bill C-103. They wanted "the same access to other's markets that others 

enjoy to this market and [they're] going to continue to push for that in every available 

To the United States, split-run magazines were all about economics, market- 

access and trade Liberalisation. Once the United States decided to settle the dispute at the 

WTO, they expanded their list of complaints to include the 1965 Tariff Code 9958 and 

poaal subsidies.62 The United States felt that Bill C-103 broke intematiooal trade laws. 

The Americans argued that "the excise tax was inconsistent with Article III: 2 of GATT 

1994, which protects imported products &om internal taxes or charges that are in excess 

of those applied to like domestic products.'ya To prove their point the United States 

looked at "the language of the excise tax itself, noting that it does not differentiate 

between content based on its Canadian focus or perspective. For example, a magazine 

could avoid the tax but still be identical to what is sold abroad, as long as the publisher 

did not advertise to ~anadians."~~ The Americans felt that the excise tax disadvantaged 

them. 'W. S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor threatened unspified retaliation 

against Canadian interests if Ottawa were to implement the magazine tax? Instead the 



United States took their dispute to the WTO, but if the matter were not properly settled 

Kantor's threat would still stand- 

Canada's defence ofthe excise tax is that domestic magazines are not 'like 

products' because the domestic magazines contain Canadian content that foreign 

periodicals and split-runs do not. The Canadian government strongly feels that the 

content is what the reader is looking for, and Canadian content cannot be found in split- 

run magazines.66 Canada also argued %at GATT 1994 was simply not applicable to the 

excise taq since the tax pertains to advertising services and thus falls within the purview 

of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)."~' Canada said that advertising 

was a service, not a trade. Trade disputes fell under GATT, but services were governed 

by GATS and therefore the United States had no claim. The United States disagreed. 

They said that because Canada had not included advertising in its GATS obligations then 

GATT governed advertisements. 

Tariff Code 9958 had been legal under international law, including the FTA and 

NAFTA until the United States decided that it was counter to their purpose of gaining 

access to the Canadian magazine market. "The United States argued that by targeting 

specific publicatio-ls, T a .  Code 9958 violated Article XI: I of GATT 1994, which 

prohibits quantitative restrictions on imports. Moreover, the tariff provisions effectively 

grant Canadian magazines a monopoly over local (i-e. Canadian) advertising."" Canada 

counter-argued that the TarXfCode 9958 is designed to "ensure that Canadian magazines 

have access to sufticient advertising rwenues to provide the Canadian public with a 

distinctive vehicle for the expression oftheir own interests and ideas."6g 



The United States sees the postal subsidy as a way to decrease costs to magazine 

producers and so they also complained about this. The United States argued that because 

Canada's postal rates for magazines amount to 'regulations' or 'requirements' affecting 

their internal sale, transporeation, or distribution, and because they provide Less 

favourable treatment to imported magazines than like domestic magazines, they violate 

Article III: 4 of GATT. "Canada Post's divergent postal rates," notes the United States. " 

are not based on neutral economic considerations, but explicitly discriminatory criteria 

namely, whether the magazine is Canadian or foreign in origin."'0 

Canada argued that the amal intent ofthe postal subsidy was to "'contain the cost 

of magazines for readers in a country as large as ~anada."~' The Canadian government 

felt that the Publishers Assistance Program (PAP) was by nature a subsidy that was 

permissible under GATT regulations. As for commercial rates, as a Crown corporation 

Canada Post is legally independent and is free to set its own rates? "In order to [...I 

receive commercial postal rates and services, publishers must enter into an agreement 

with Canada ~osf"' For American magazines to get the same rates as their Canadian 

counterparts they would have to meet the stipulated qualifications and arrange a specific 

agreement to attest to the fact tbat they were eligible. The United States retorted that 

there were no exceptions to the rule that international commercial rates are 
higher than domestic rates; and second, the disparity itself can easily be 
characterised as another example of Canadian measures to benefit 
Canadian magazines. Also that since PAP finds go through the 
Department of Heritage, there is no direct payments to publishers, and 
therefore PAP does not qualify as a subsidy under GATT.'~ 

As on all issues surrounding the periodical dispute, Canada and the United States 

emphatically disagreed with one another- 



Canada lost to the United States at the WTO. The WTO panel ruled in 

1997 that magazines could be 'Like products', aad that because the tax on 

domestic magazines was lower than for split-runsy the excise tax violated 

GATT." The panel was also "not f b y  convinced by Canada's argument that the 

excise tax was a measure intended to regulate trade in advertising s e ~ c e s ,  

because of the fact there is no comparable regulation of advertisements through 

other media, and the fact that the tax is imposed on a per issue basis."76 The 

commercial postal rates violated GATT Article III: 4 because they discriminated 

against foreign publications by not offering the same service or rates.'" Tariff 

Code 9958 was also found to breach GATT regulations." However, the United 

States had been unable to convince the panel that Canada Post derived any 

economic benefits fiom the PAP. PAP was the only challenged measure deemed 

by the panel to be justifiable under GATT." 

The negative ruling stunned Canadians. Countries around the world that 

view cultural industries fkom the nationalist perspective were shocked by the 

decision. The panel felt the need to emphasise "that the ability of any Member to 

take measures to protect its cultural industries was not at issue in whether the 

treatment accorded to imported periodicals under specific measures in the 

complainants claim is compatible with the rules of GATT 1994."'~ In this 

statement there is a tiny amount of hope that Canada can still find a way to create 

valid laws to protect its magazine industry from American domination. The WTO 

did not rule that d tu ra i  protection was illegal. The panel said that cultural 

protection laws that violated previous international agmments were illegal. This 



still leaves room for Canada to create laws that do not violate international trade 

agreements. 

Canada's first reaction to the WTO ruling was denial. The Canadian government 

felt that there must have been a mistake made. 

Canada maintained that the original ruling had erred for the following 
reasons: first it reiterated its case that the excise tax on advertising, not 
magazines per se, and that as such the appropriate international agreement 
governing the tax is the GATS. not GATT. Second, Canada reiterated the 
claim that the original report d in its determination that split-run 
magazines and non-split-run magazines are 'like products' voicing strong 
objections to the fact that the panel did not consider the factual evidence 
that Canada had submitted with respect to this issue (editions of Time 
Canada and Maclean's). Finally, Caarda maintained that the excise tax 
does not discriminate against imported products because the le 'slation C makes no distinction between domestic and imported products. 

The Canadian protests were taken to the appellate board. Canada only challenged 

the excise tax ruling during the appeal process. Neither the T a .  Code 9958 nor 

the commercial postal rates were challenged. Unfortunately for Canada, the 

appellate body agreed with the original panel's ruling on the excise tax. They 

noted that "that tax is applied on a 'per-issue basis', and that ofthose potentially 

liable to pay the tax, only the advertiser (as opposed to publisher, distributor, 

printcr, etc.) is not mentioned."" 

There were however, some changes. The appellate body understood 

Canada's argument that split-run magazines and domestic magazines are not 'like 

products'. The appellate body felt that there should have been more attention paid 

to the evidence presented and it reversed the ruling. This left the matter open for 

further debate. However, the appellate body also felt that this was a moot point in 

solving the problem at hand and would not affect the panel's overall ruling in any 



way.= This was a hollow victory for Canada, particularly when the postal 

subsidy (PAP) issue resurfaced. In re-examining the postal subsidy, the appellate 

body found in favour of the Unaed States it argued '%at without direct payment 

to Canadian magazine publishers the program was similar in kind to preferential 

tax treatment."" 

It was a clear victory ruling for the United States. ''Under WTO rules 

Canada has Been months to comply with the ruling. It can either modify its 

legislation or maintain the current meawes and bear the brunt of US 

retaliati~n."~~ Canada, while not happy, chose to change its magazine policy 

rather than get into a trade war with the United States. 

Bill C-55 

Canada's solution to the WTO ruling is Bill C-55. "Bill C-55 prohibits 

foreign publishers from supplying advertising services to Canadian advertisers for 

the purposes of addressing Canadian a~diences."'~ Canada argues the C-55 is 

different fiom C-103 because it places no restrictions on imports. It only restricts 

the advertisers. Foreign periodicals that publish Canadian advertising in an 

attempt to create a split-run magazine can, under C-55, be tined up to ~ 2 5 0 . 0 0 0 . ~ ~  

Yet C-55 is not new. ''Bill C-55 simply maintains long standing Canadian policy 

[. . .] there are no new limitations on Canadian advertisers."" The Canadian 

government feels that C-55 is legal under the FTA NAFTA and GATT and 

therefore cannot be struck down like Bill C-103. C-55 deals with advemsing 

services not magazines as a good, which means that it is governed internationally 

by GATS where the United States cannot touch it." 



Under the World Trade Organisation's procedures a country cannot 

disregard the panel's decision- A countqr is required to comply, if it does not, then 

the opposing country may ask the WTO's permission to impose trade sanctions.g0 

On Monday March 15, 1999, the House of Commons sent Bill C-55 to the Senate, 

where it is expected to pass qyicklYy9' Members of Parliament voted 19643 in 

favour of C - ~ 5 . ~ '  Those against the bill were mainly members ofthe Reform 

Party- The Canadian government has also altaed the postal subsidies. Money will 

now be directly paid to the companies. Canada feels that with Bill C-55 it has 

complied with the WTO ruling. According to the WTO, The United States would 

need to reapply to them in order to provide sanctions. The United States has yet to 

ask the WTO' s permission to threaten the sanctions. 

The problem is that the Canadian government continued to negotiate with 

the United States about C-55 and other possibilities that would be more 

favourable to the United States. The United States dislikes C-55 for the same 

reasons that it disliked the excise tax. "The United States had threatened trade 

sanctions against Canadian industries in Parliament passed the bill in the third 

reading. Washington regards the legislation as protectionism and a transgression 

of international trade laws."" The United States intends to block Canadian 

exports of textiles, wood, plastics and steel if C-55 passes.94 The American 

publishing industry also fears that Bill C-55 'kould become a model for cultural 

trade protectionism in Europe, China and other potential growth markets for 

burgeoning US. entertainment exports."g' 



The Canadian government fears a trade war with the United States, and so 

they are negotiating over magazines. Canada said that it will allow "unlimited 

access to Canada for some U.S. split-run magazines and set out terms for limited 

access for others."96 Canada's main stipulation was that the legal split-runs 

include a majority of Canadian contentg7 The Amezicans, of course, balked at 

this idea. On May 8, 1999, the United States agreed to discuss the amount of 

Canadian content that would be required in split-run magazines. Canada 

demanded 60%, but the Americans negotiators would only say they would discuss 

it.'' Canada demanded Canadian content in split-rum because then the split-runs 

would have "higher production costs and be less likely to undercut Canadian 

advertising rates."99 

The other option that was being debated is the amount of Canadian 

advertising that American split-run magazines would be allowed to carry- Canada 

originally said 5%, while the United States demanded 25%. Sheila Copps said 

that 25% would be "'tantamount to gutting federal restrictions and, for all intents 

and purposes, would give fiee reign to U S  split-run magazines to take as much 

Canadian advertising as most would realistically want."lW However, a few days 

later Canada and the United States reached a deal that gives foreign magazines the 

right to publish up to 18% of Canadian advertisements in split-run magazines 

without penalty.101 The deal will be phased in over the next three years. 

Periodicals that surpass the designated limit must have a majority of Canadian 

content in them. 102 



Canadian publishers are crying out that Canada has given into the United 

States almost completely. In order to compensate Canadian publishers for the 

upcoming loss of approximately $98-million, the Caaadian government is 

offering a subsidy to replace the lost advertising revenue.lo3 ''They are giving our 

lunch to the Americans and they're proposing to give us weIfare," was the 

response of Jean Pare, publisher of  ~'~ctuaf i te .  lM Sheila Copps, however, is 

claiming a victory. It is a victory according to the Department of Canadian 

Heritage because this is the first time that the United States bad admitted that 

Canada does have the right to protect and support its culture.'0s However, the 

Canadian magazine industry and cultural nationalists see this as a very hollow 

victory. The fear with the new C-55 deal is that with 18% less advertising 

revenue, many of Canada's magazines may not be around to provide Canadian 

content to the public. 

Canadian magazines have had a long and intriguing history. Magazines. 

which most people read and toss around their Living rooms on a daily basis, seem 

like such an innocuous item to be disputing with the United States. History, 

however, shows that most Canadians think th t  magazines are worth fighting 

about. This infers that there is something significant about magazines. Cultural 

nationalists argue that it is the Canadian content, which reflects Canadian values 

that are important. With the new deal, magazine history is about to take an 

interesting turn of events - either the industry will surprise itself and thrive, or it 

will wither away to a mere shadow of its present self. Only time will tell. 
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Chabter 3: External Influences 
on Cultural Policv 

While one might think that Canadian cultural policy is solely a domestic issue. 

that assumption would be incorrect International politics, intematiod economics, and 

other factors play a large role in the type of policy that the Canadian government creates. 

In a world characterised by globalization almost everything that happens outside of the 

country (especially in the United States) affects Canada in some way. Cultural policy is 

no exception. In fact, Americans often deliberately get involved in the Canadian cultural 

policy process. They use political pressure tactics to force Canada to adopt policies that 

are more favourable to them - both politically and economically. This chapter will 

examine these influences. 

International Politics 

The President of the United States has never won an election without the support 

of the state of California. California holds a lot of power, prestige and money. A large 

portion of this money and power come from the entertainment industry. Entertainment 

companies and their representatives, Like the Motion Pictures Association of America 

(MPM), often financially support Senate candidates. The MPAA is one of the larger 

entertainment organisations involved in politics. 

Interest groups, when donating money to candidates, are limited by the strict rules 

of the Federal Election Committee (FEC). An organisation may only donate a maximum 

of %2,000 to any one candidate. However, there are no Limits on donations given to a 

Party by an organisation-' Each organisation must carefblly document its donations and 

submit those doaunents to the FEC. On average, the MPAA donates about $50,000 



annually to political causes. By mid-July ofthis year they had already poured $38,509.09 

into American politicians bank accounts? The according to their receipts, gives 

directly to politicians and does not give mass amounts to the party* Generally the MPAA 

seems to support the ~ernocrats.' 

When there is an issue involving culture that is put before the Congress or the 

Senate, the politician takes numy things into consideration when making a decision about 

a policy. For example, many Senators have been known to support cultural decisions that 

favour the American entertainment industry. Ifone looks at how often the MPAA has 

supported Senators it is understandable that when called upon, the Senators will return 

the favour. Cultural industries mean money and power to the American politicians. 

Unfortunately for Canada, these f ~ s  of American political life deeply affect Canadian 

politics and culture. 

Canadian cultural industries respond and adapt to changes in their American 

counterparts. Due to the large presence of American cultural products in Canada, the 

Canadian government and the industry are forced to compete and are often 'led by 

American trends.' Only 4% of films shown in Canada are Canadian, and just 17% of the 

publications on bookstore shelves are canadian4 Over 80% of magazines sold on news- 

stands are foreign periodicals and "visually all distribution of sound recording in Canada 

The official definition of Canadian content differs siighly according to which dturai  industry the 
product comes ~ I I L  Musicy for example, is decked Camdian when the quota of Camdh crew members 
has been met for a specific piece or album- Even if the singer is Canadhq this dDeS not automatically make 
their music Canadian, Some of Bryan Adamsy albums for example, are not considered Canadh even 
though he carries a Canadian passport On the otha hand Bonuie Rait, an American by biRh, is considered 
~ m u s i c b e c a u s e m o s t o f k p m d u c t i o n s t a f f w a s ~  
A magazine would be considered Canadian if it were 1) iacorparated uader the laws of Canada or a 
province. 2) Whose principal place of busincss is in Canada- 3) Whose chairperson or other presiding 
officer and at least 75% of whose directors or other similar officers are C a m d h  citizens or pennanat 
residents within the meaning ofthe Immigration Act. 4) In the aggregate more than 7 5% of all the issued 
and outstanding voting shares representing more than 75% of the votes; and S) interests representing in 
value more than 75% ofthe total value of the asscts. 



is controlled by seven foreign-omed companies."s Canadian products have always been 

in direct competition with American cultural products. When looking at statistics such as 

these, it is easy to see why cultural nationalists want protection for cultural industries. 

However, legislation that protects NLwe is subject to the whims of many more people 

than the cultural nationaiists, 

American pressure ofken changes the way that the Carrsrdian government deals 

with Canadian cultural industries and Amaicans have a long history of interference in 

Canadian cultural policy. Prior to Quebec passing Bill 109, which limited the number of 

foreign distributors "Jack Valenti, Millard Roth and company [. . .] suggested that the 

MPAA may prefer to close shop and remove their films fiom circulation rather than to 

conform to the new law.''6 This statement is a threat, meant to push the Canadian 

government into action favourable to the government of the United States. However, 

neither the Canadians nor the Americans wished for this to happen, as it would mean a 

large loss of income for both of them- 

In 1987, Minister of Communications Flora MacDonald tabled a bill concerning 

film distribution This was an attempt to reduce the number of foreign companies (read 

American) operating in Canada. Jack Valenti immediately showed his dislike of the 

proposed measure by "mobilising both President Reagan and the United States' Senate to 

action."' The United States protested so much that the bill was revised to limit foreign 

distributors to those already operating in Canada. Large film companies that are already 

established may continue to produce and distribute films that they have the rights to, but 

no new competition will be allowed into the market. It also divided Canadian film 

distribution rights from American or N o d  American rights8 To appease Canadian 

@ifl C-55 House of Commons of Canada la Session 36& Pariiament, 1997499%)- 



distributors the Canadian govemment announced the creation of the Film Distribution 

~ u n d . ~  The MPAA was involved in these pieces of Canadian legislation because it f a s  

that laws contrary to their wishes may "spread like a viral contagion through al l  

nations." lo 

hrring this time Canada was negotiating the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with 

the United States. If Canada were to Limit American film trade it would suggest that 

Canadians do not take fiee trade seriously, which was counter to the M u b y  

govemment' s position.LL The United States' Senate "passed a resolution in June 1987 

stating that discriminatory limitations on the ability of foreign companies to distribute 

motion pictures in Canada could result in an absolute bar to the successful completion of 

the FTA."" Canada could ill atford to jeopardize its new trade relationship with the 

United States. It was the fiee trade election year, and the film distribution law withered 

away and died. Trade between the two countries has also had an impact on how Canadian 

cultural policy is created and executed. 

Another example of American pressure on Canada to impose cultural policy is the 

Country Music Television (CMT) case. The Canadian Radio-television and 

Telecommunications Corporation (CRTC) agreed to license a foreign company on 

Canadian television "if there is no suitable Canadian service [. . .] but this approval may 

be cancelled in the future."" The American based Country Music Television fought long 

and hard with the CRTC to retain its license in Canada, despite knowing the original 

terms of the agreement. CMT lost its bid to retain its license in the Federal Court and 

then in the Supreme Court of Canada. It then threatened to never air any Canadian 

country music videos in the United States again and took its complaint to the United 



States Trade Representative (USTR) who has the authority to examine issues We this and 

plan retaliatory action if necessary under Section 301." The office of the USTR 

examined several possible retaliatory measures, but before any concrete trade threat was 

announced, CMT and its new Canadian counter-part, New Country Network 0, 

agreed to merge with the majority of shares being C d a n  to  appease the CRTC.'~ 

Retaliation was avoided in this instance, but only under duress &om the United States did 

the Canadian position change. 

Canadian cultural policy appears to be an unending source of irritation to the 

American government. Split-run msgsdaes was just one of a long list of complaints. 

Like the film distribution industry, the magazine industry is being appeased with new 

subsidies instead of protectionist legislation. Cultural industries prefer legislation to 

subsidies because subsidies are "subject to the whims ofthe government, and unpopular 

with the The current trend of Canadian cultural policy seems to be reducing 

the cultural industries into welfare industries." The success ofdependent cultural 

industries remains to be seen. The most recent complaint is 'run-away' film production. 

The Americans are balking because 2% of their film costs are being spent on production 

of films in ~anada." Two percent is a small amount of money in the overall scheme of 

the entertainment industry. Yet, as they have over film distribution, CMT, and split-run 

magazines, the Americans are determined to fight Canada over every inch of control and 

dollar that goes into the Canadian economy and cultural industries. 

When the original drift of Bill C-55 was tabled, the United States disliked it. In 

fact they disliked it so much that they threatened a trade war. In order to get their way the 

United States hit Canada where it hurt the most - on the trade fkont- Canada and the 



United States trade approximately $1 -5 billion per day with each other? Moreover, 

while Canadian exports amount to roughly 15-20./. of US imports the total of Canadian 

trade to the United States is more than 80%. A trade embargo on Canadian steel, lumber, 

plastics, etc. would be extremely damaging to Canada In comparison with the paltry 

$800 rnilIion dollars per year that magazine trade generates, steel lumber and plastics 

take a much higher economic priority. A comparison between the economic values of 

steel and magazines shows that government priorities would probably lie with the higher 

value industry. The United States made sure that it made sense for Canada to give way 

on magazines by attacking the core trade -or. 

The Canadian government tabled Bill C-55 in Wl confidence that it complied 

with the changes demanded by the WTO ruling. The American government disagreed. 

They felt that C-55 was simply a replacement for previous laws and they demanded that 

it be changed again. In order to provoke the desired change, the United States threatened 

trade sanctions. The Canadian government was caught in a tough position. Canada did 

not want to change Bill C-55. Canada could not take the United States to the WTO over 

the threatened trade embargo because the WTO deals only with actions that are already 

taken not potential actions. In addition, the American threat was Legal under the NAFTA 

retaliation clause and Section 30 1 ." The Canadian government really had no choice 

other than to negotiate with the Americans. 

The Canadian government was caught between a rock and a hard place. The 

cliches of cultural nationalists about how important and unique Canadian culture is did 

not convince American negotiators to change their minds. Canada was unable to 

negotiate culture in terms of economics and trade- This was seen in the &lure of Canada 



to adequately explain why the original anti-split-nm legislation was leghimate to the 

World Trade Organization (WTO). Canadians saw once again Canada's p r e o u s  

position in the negotiations with the United States over C-55. 

When two countries negotiate with each other there are many levels of 

negotiation. There are treaties, executive negotiations and trans-governmental 

negotiations. In working on Bill C-55, the Canadian government participated in a trans- 

governmental negotiation. This is when the specific departments that are respomible for 

the issue will communicate directly with each other- In the split-- ca~e, the Department 

of Canadian Heritage was charged with negotiating with the American govemment, 

rather than the Department ofForeign Affairs and International Trade @FM), who also 

had a vested interest in the issue. Direct involvement of the Prime Minister and the 

President only happens when talks have broken down When the Prime Minister and the 

President communicate directly over issues it can be very effective in reaching an 

agreement, ifthey agree. However, ifthey do not agree and cannot reach a settlement 

then an issue is essentially dead. There is no higher authority to work out the problems. 

The split-run magazine issue went through all ofthe different channels of 

communications that exist between the United States and Canada The two Ministers 

involved, Heritage's Sheila Copps and Trade's Sergio Marchi, both worked with 

American negotiators to find a deal. Charlene Barshefslq, the United States Trade 

Representative (USTR) became involved in the negotiations. Both the Canadian 

Ambassador in Washington, Raymond ChrCtien, and the American Ambassador in 

Ottawa, Gordon GiEen, became involved in keeping the channels of communication 

open. Finally, when talks over C-55 had almost completely disintegrated, the Prime 



Minister Jean Chritien stepped in and telephoned United States President Bill Clinton 

directly.2' 

During that telephone call the Canadian Prime Minister "used some of his chips" 

with President Clinton and urged that a compromise could be found? Mr. Chraien told 

President Clinton that Ottawa could be swayed fiom its aurmt position ifthe Americans 

would also shift. The current reigning politicians in Canada and the United States have 

built up a fiendship over their last five and a half years that they have simultaneousIy 

held office. Several days later Mr. Clinton agreed, through a letter, that '%ompromise 

would be far preferable to a trade war."= Luckily for Canadians and Americans, in this 

case the friendship and goodwill between the two top political leaders helped to lead to a 

non-confkontational resolution of the split-run magazine issue. 

U S  Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky even went so far as to say "this is 

how a dispute settlement should work-"24 Canadian cultural nationalists, of course, 

disagree. There are many people who feel that Canadian cultural poiicy should be 

allowed to follow its own path without American political factors gening involved. 

Unfortunately for these people, international political inauence is a fact of life for 

Canadian c u l ~ a l  policy. 

International Economics 

While international politics plays a very influential role in shaping Canadian 

cultural policy, economics in many ways have more direct c o d  over how culture is 

governed. There are several international trade agreements that regulate culture. 

Globalization and technology are rapidly changing the marketplace. This in turn 



influences the amount of culture that is bought and sold abroad. Each of these things 

exerts pressure on the Canadian government's choice of cultural policy- 

Trade - 
In order to M y  understand how the process works. one has to look back and 

examine previous trade agreements that Canada has made concerning culture. The Free 

Trade Agreement (FTA) is one ofthe most significant trade agreements that deals with 

Canadian culture. "Article 2005 ofthe FTA says that cultural industries are exempt ftom 

the provisions ofthis agreement except as specifically provided."" Cultural nationalists. 

at the time. felt that the exemption was a large victory. Canadian culture was legally 

protected fkom American trade. 

However. Article 2005 continues on to say in the second paragraph that "a Party 

may take measures of equivalent commercial effixt in response to actions that would 

have been inconsistent with this Agreement but for paragraph one."26 This means that if 

"either country introduces new measures affecting trade related to these industries, the 

other country can respond by retaliating in the same or some other area."27 The problem 

that Canadians are now having is that the Americans are interpreting this to mean that if 

new industry rules, including cultural industries, are harmful to them then they can take 

equal action against Canada. Canadians intmpret it to mean that their cultural industries 

are safe from American retribution, 

When the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which included 

Mexico, came into being, the cultural exemptions fiom the FTA were transferred into the 

new agreement- 

By virtue of article 2106 and annex 2 106, the cultural industries specified 
in article 2107 are exempt fiom all NAFTA obligations, except for article 



302 on tariff eliminatioa This ensures that NAfTA leaves unimpaired 
Canada's ability to punue cultural objectives. [...I While the cultural 
industries' exemption has been retained and applies in re* of any 
Canadian cultunl industry, the U.S. right to retaliate is Limited to measures 
inconsistent with the FTA, not the NAFT4 and therefore cannot be 
exercised with respect to new areas covered by the NAFTA such as 
intellectual property. Between Canada and Mexico, rights and obligations 
regarding the cultural industries will be identical to those applying 
between Canada and the United states? 

Again, Canadian cultural nationalists were relatively happy with the condnued cultural 

exemption Canadian cultural industries and art would theoretically wntirme to be 

protected f?om international trading blocks. 

Yet, a debate has emerged in Canada around this issue. Many people feel that 

cultural exemptions are the worst thing that could have happened to cultural industries. 

As one official said, the exemption means that essentially the 'law of the jungle' applies to 

culture. This person argues that trade agreements concerning culture need to be explicitly 

detailed to avoid possible extortion scenarios like the trade war threat on the part of the 

United States if Bill C-55 was not resolved to their satisfaction, As Liss JefEey says 

The evidence is mounting on key points; that the cultural exemption 
clause in the Canada-US. Free Trade Agreement (FTA), carried over to 
the N o d  American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), was an unwise 
trade-off; that existing rules are fitile in resolving cultural industries 
disputes in international trading regimes; and that the WTO does have a 
direct im act on cultural trade, despite previous assurances to the 
contrary. 2 F  

While this issue is a much-contested debate in some circles, the point that cultural 

industries may not be as completely protected as originally thought, needs to be taken 

seriously if the Canadian government is to be prepared in the fixture. 

It is not only trade agreements between the United States and Canada that govern 

Canadian cultural industries. Multilateral agreements also influence Canada's cultural 



exemption- The original 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs and T d e  (GATT) dealt 

almost entirely with trade issues. The one cultural exception to this was Article IV which 

asserts that states were permitted to control the number of foreign films entering their 

territoryM "Films were considered to be special items in pm because they were seen to 

promote the sale of domestically produced goods and services. In 1961, the United States 

made an unsuccessful attempt to amend the GATT to address restrictions placed by 

countries on television programmhg8"3' 

The 1994 GATT continues to protect this one cultural area It expands and 

updates the film exemption clause. 

Article III: 10 provides that a mcmba may maintah or establish screen 
quotas requiring the exhibition of films of national origin during a 
specified minimum portion of the total screen time in the commercial 
exhibition of dl films of whatever origin; such screen quotas, however, 
were to be subject to negotiations for the limitation, liberalisation, or 
elimination It was inserted because it was perceived as being more related 
to domestic cultural policies than to economics and trade.32 

In GATT 1994 one other cultural ciause exists- Article XX ( f )  includes "measures which 

are imposed for the protection of national treasure of artistic, historic, or archaeological 

value and are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or 

unjust Sable discrimination between countries or a disguised restriction on international 

trade."33 These are the only two references to culture in the GATT. Beyond this, all 

cultural products are regulated by n o d  GATT trade rules. This gap in GATT is what 

left the opening for the United States to take Canada to the World Trade Organization 

(WTO) over split-run magazine legislation. Cultural industries are not filly protected by 

international trade agreements. 



The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is separate f?om GATT, 

but the two do overlap in many areas. "Under the GATS, the focus is on how the 

measure afFects the supply of the savice or ofthe Javice suppliers involved. Under the 

GATT 1994, the focus is on how the measure affects the goods involved."34 GATS does 

not comain a cultural exemption clause but a "country can exclude individual sectors 

&om the agreement or make limited commitments for each ~ector.''~* Canada did not sign 

any sectors that could pertain to dture in GATS, and therefore Canadian cultural 

industries, which fall under the title 'savicw', are aempt internationally. Due to 

Canadian exemption under GATS, the United States could not implicate Canada under 

GATS, only GATT." 6 s  is also the reason that Canada argued that magazines are 

providing advertising services not trade in advertising in an attempt to have the WTO rule 

differently. 

The Canadian government fought hard against the injunction that the United 

States was imposing on split-run magazines because they wanted to maintain the 

domestic industry. 

Nations also ascribe significance to the cultural products of other nations. 
so that the central issue for most national governments concerning the 
cultural industries in trade agreements becomes their power to maintain 
controls over the importation of foreign dtural  products and, at the same 
time, to foster domestic cultural industries as an expression and defence of 
their 'national arlt~re. '~'  

This is precisely what the goals ofthe Canadian government are - to increase domestic 

cultural content and reduce foreign products. However, culture is an essential part of a 

country's image abroad. As John Ralston Saul said, the larger the Canadian cultural 

image is overseas, the more interest it will generate in Canadian trade.38 



In the same way "culture is critical to advancing American interests globally. At 

the most immediate level it is integral to the larger interests ofthe U.S. because of its 

intrinsic economic value."" While cultural nationalists argue that culture should not and 

cannot be commodified, most cultural products are now bought and sold at specific 

prices. 

Economics and trade are vital aspects of culture, yet market logic has 
trouble appreciating the intangible values of culture, including its linkage 
to identity, because quantification is dSEcult- Identity in market terms 
concerns branding, and a visit to any high school and glance at the 
sneakers aad T-shins, or a stroll through a small parking lot with an eye 
on the cars and their drivers, will swiftly establish the taste cultures Linked 
to media-driven branded commodities- It is easier, for purposes of 
calculation, to reduce all cultural industry products to commodities and to 
draw comparisons with other commodities, as the WTO did in its rejection 
of Canada's policies on its magazines. In this way, all cultural questions 
become questions of economics, trade and ~ornmodities.~ 

By commodfiing and selling cultural products abroad, the homogenisation of culture 

becomes an issue. Americans argue that their cultural goods are selling because their 

cultural values are universal. "Culture is what the people are already attached to and if 

foreign audiences happen to want American products it only means that those products 

reflect 'world cultural tastes' in the first place."41 Cultural nationalists disagree. They 

feel that the Americans are taking advantage of the economic system to force their 

products on other countries, which simultaneously creates a lack of diversity. 

Canadian nationalists argue that Americans are dropping their cultural products 

onto other countries for economic reasons. This 'dumping' includes split-run magazines. 

Many people view split-runs as American content that is being dropped into the Canadian 

market because it can earn extra advertising revenue this way. 

One of the arguments put forward by the Canadian Magazine Publishers 
Association in support of the Canadian prohibition to import split-run 



editions of foreign magazines was precisely that 'American publishers 
could engage in editorial 'dumping' of content already cost-rrcovend in 
the United States, providing them with an &air advantage over Canadian 
magazines competiag in the same market' .42 

When American cultwal products are provided at lower costs, then typically Canadian 

products lose market share. "Since many products carrying U S  cultural content and 

produced for that market benefit from economies of scale generated by the size of that 

market, products with Canadian content may have a can disadvantage in the cultural 

marketplace simply because they attempt to cater to a smaller market.'*3 Cultural 

nationalists perceive this as a threat to the vitality of the Canadian magazine industry. 

This is the reason that they push for exemptions for culture in international trade 

agreements. However, as we have seen, the existing exemptions may not be enough to 

stop foreign competition h m  'dumping' their products into Canada- 

GIo balization 

In recent years there have been many phrases coined that refer to earth 3s a 

community or village. "Global connotes esteemed values such as one world, coming 

together, commonness, familiarity, and sharing? One often hears the phrase 'we are 

living in a global village'. This refas to the wmections that hold countries together in 

an ever-increasing web of interaction. " What is referred to as global communications is 

virtually the transnational proweration of mass-market advertising and electronic 

entertainment produced by a few mega-companies."4s Countries are being forced to 

change and bend to accommodate the rapidly changing world. 

The term globalization, when simply put, means c'technological and economic 

process driven by the revolution in telecommunications and computers, massive increases 

in the movement of capitai around the world, greatly expanded capacities for flexible 



world-wide production sourcing by firms, especially multinational corporatiom, and 

growing ecological interdependence and environmental ~~il l -overs ."~~ 

Figuratively, the world is getting smaller as co~~~tr ies  become more interdependent. 

"Globalization is characterised by ceaseless flow without regard for space and time, and 

its nomadic fluidity is characteristic of electronic Globalization is an all- 

encompassing and dominating force in world politics and economics today. 

Globalization is an expression that is normally dealt with in terms of economics; 

trade dollars and technological increases are the rhetoric that surmund globalization 

"The economic totalism of unleashed market economics seems now to be trying (at costs 

yet to be fully reckoned) to subordinate politics, society, and culture to the demands of an 

overarching market?" In this system even global culture becomes an economic 

commodity. Global and market economics are playing increasingly larger roles in cultural 

industries. Cultural nationaiists argue that this needs to be stopped, while the economics 

arguments says that h e  market competition will force Canadian cultural industries to 

compete at higher levels and therefore produce better products. 

Magazines are affected by the world 'going global'. Magazines, up to this point, 

have traditionally been a national media but now there is the possibility for magazines to 

go up for sale on the international market. "The processes through which the 

industrialisation of culture is said to occur are capital-intensive, technological means of 

mass production and distribution, highly developed divisions of labour and hierarchical 

modes of managerial organisation, with the goal, if not of profit maximisation, at least of 

efficiency."49 In a global world, larger markets, more profits and greater efficiency are 

the highest goals. 



Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has been dominant, as the 

world's only great power. American power, particularly soft power, in a global world 

affects C d a  "Soft power is a country's cultural and ideological a p p d  It is the ability 

to get desired outcomes through attraction instead of force."" American soft power. 

through the influence of cultural products in Canada is enormous. The persuasiveness of 

American information, rather than force, is how Canada lost at the World Trade 

Organisation. The metaphor of a mouse living next to an elephant and the mouse feeling 

every twitch and turn certainly applies to globalization and culturee Canada's proximity 

to the United States has its advantages and disadvantages. Canada "benefits enormously 

from its trading relationship with its neighbour. On the other hand, the geographic 

proximity and the cultural similarities between the two countries make Canada vulnerable 

to being overwhelmed by American cultural products."sL From a cultural nationalist 

viewpoint, globalization and the sheer size of the United States puts Canadian cultural 

industries in danger. 'Tau1 Audley has argued that the chief thrust of globalization in the 

cultural policy field is to expand the US. case for unfettered access to and 

mono polisation of di~tribution."~~ The economic viewpoint suggests that Canada should 

take advantage of the global situation to promote itself abroad as a counter to American 

homogenised culture. 

As a result of technological changes, geographic boundaries are increasingly less 

effective as regulatory control points."s3 It was technology that made the Canadian 

border a non-issue in the regulations controlling the entry of 'split-run magazines' into 

Canada- As technology increasingly bypasses state borders, the issue of national 

sovereignty rises up to challenge the global world. As Liss Je5ey said, "the forces of 



giobdization do not rescind the historic right of each nation-state to devise measures to 

defend its own sovereignty and to emure the ability of its citizens to communicate among 

themselves."" 

"The concern about the integrity of national sovereignty emerged with the 

aggressive proliferation of Western technology and cultural products that began in the 

l9~0's."'~ New technologies, like the Internet and the television satellites, are borderless. 

They permeate all comers of the world, regardless of the political lines drawn around 

states. 

Sovereignty also has been a recurrent issue in multilateral instruments 
addressing the preservation and development of cultural values. The 
sovereign right of each state to formulate and implement in accordance 
with its own conditions and national requirements, the policies and 
measures conducive to the enhancement of its culturai values and national 
heritage. [...I According to the resolution this recognition of national 
sovereignty as poiicy principle implies the recognition of the right of 
every nation to develop its own independence information system and to 
protect its national sovereignty and culturd identitys6 

The f?ee flow of information raises concerns about national savereignty because many of 

the modern technologies "ignore and bypass national de~ision-rnakin~-"~' In the past, 

states have held the sovereign right to govern their telecommunications and technological 

systems. Some argue that telecommunications are being turned into a trade commodity, 

which in turn suspends government control because trade products, such as information, 

are governed by international economic agreements.58 When international agreements 

manage national technologies, "there is no longer an ability of democratically elected 

governments to act on behalf of their legislated mandates to ensure the public interest in 

preserving a communication space and defending cultural In fact, only 



recently the Canadian Radio-television and Telecomrnunkations Corporation (CRTC) 

announced that it would not regulate the Internet because there are too many factors to 

control. 

Technology is also changing the way that people comprehend and experience 

culture. 'Digital media provides access to identity and fomation of communities of 

interests that cross geographic barriers, and diminish the importance of identity based on 

place."60 Technology and globalization are working hand in hand to create a more 

global, more homogenised culture- Technology and telecommunications allow people 

from completely different backgrounds to interact with each other- It has a kind of 

levelling effect and tends to promote convergence. This interaction through media 

technology helps to change the deveiopment and identity of these individuals, as well as 

their attitudes towards society. ''The values of culture and citizenship are linked to 

technology, and in particular to powerfbl media technologies. Media technologies play a 

role in the shaping of citizenship and of identity, yet this role is very difficult to specify 

with precision.'"1 Technology is creating a new kind of culture with new cultural 

products- 

Traditional cultural nationalist thought will need to change in face of the changing 

world. Cultural industries, like the magazine industry, are already looking for ways to 

adapt to rapidly advancing technology. One example would be the advent of electronic 

magazines. Companies are already working out marketing strategies to sell products over 

the World Wide Web instead of in a bookstore. 



However, the transformations in cultural industries due to technology can also have 

a negative effect. A negative reation develops in people who are part of the global 

technological culture. Change and assimilation can be disconcerting. 

Techno-cultural dislocations provoke tnialisrn as an expression of a deep 
desire for belonging amidst uncertainty- Negatively, both nationalism and 
the pain of identity loss have been associated with violence. The forces of 
globalization are indisputably rapid and dislocating. The technologicai 
environment has speeded up to the point where certainties seem lost, and 
previous identities seem imlevad2 

Uncertainty, a sense of loneliness and alienation are intimidating to many people. People 

want to 'belong', that is one of the main reasons why national identity is so important in 

the first place. Some people, like Liss Jeffkey, argue that globalization and technology 

will create a loss of national identity and replace it with a digital identity or cyber class.63 

Others say that Canadians, as they have in the past, will adapt to the new technologies 

and find ways to promote their culture through new mediums. 

Throughout its entire history Canada has used technology as a link to unite 

Canadians. Railroads were once a new technological wonder. The iron horse joined 

people in British Columbia to the eastern provinces in the early stages of Canadian 

history. The telephone and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) were other 

technological means of connecting Canadians. "This nation has been built on 

technological networks with profound cultural impacts."64 

The goal of the Canadian government is to keep Canada together by promoting 

and providing Canadian content and culture to all citizens. Technology has always been, 

and probably always will be an integral part of Canadian cultural policy. The advent of 

the Internet and other new technologies will change how the government deals with 

culture, but it will not change the goals of providing conversation and shared experiences 



among Canadian citizens6' The Canadian government will continue to provide cultural 

services, like the CBC, the National Arts Centre, and national museums. CulturaI 

nationalists will also try to ensure that book publishers, music producers, and magazines 

remain Canadian Cultural nationaiists want Canada to maintain its diversity and identity 

through these Canadian cultural sewices and industries. 

Cultural industries have had to adapt and grow with the changing technology. 

Cultural industries, such as magazines, have been enormously influenced by 

computerization. Technology has changed '%he way they edit text on-screen, the way 

they lay out and design [magazines], the way they set what used to be called 'type', the 

way they fill orders and the way they keep track ~f inven to r~ . "~~  Technology is 

obscuring the line between traditional information telecommunications and cultural 

industries. This is what makes is so difficult to regulate cultural industries separately 

kom technological trade commodities. 

As soon as policy draws a line around a ~t of industries, the boundary 
between those that are included and those that are not becomes an issue as 
parties 'game' to be classified in a favourable category. If distinct but 
similar activities exist on both sides of the boundary, commercial 
expansion will occur on the side, which provides a more profitable 
environment. To implement its policy of insulating the cultural industries 
from international commercial agreements, Canada had to draw a line. 
Broadcasting and cable, which are both distribution systems for content, 
are included. Telecommunications systems, which are potential 
distributors of content, are note6' 

If one cannot define the difference between telecommunications and cultural industries 

technologies to an internationally specific standard, then protecting cuIture may become 

more hassle than it is worth. A decision will have to be made about whether to protect 

culture at all, or let it become part of the modem technological world. Leaving culture 

open to the same stipulations as telecommunications would mean that cultural industries 



would be guided by the h e  market economy. This is what the economic viewpoint 

promotes and the cultural nationalists are trying to avoid. 

Technology is advancing fbter than government policy can keep up to it. Split- 

nm magazine legislation worked well until technology allowed magazines to by-pass the 

customs officer at the border and to be electronically beamed into Canada. Cultural 

nationalists are pushing for the government to keep on introducing new legislation that is 

in line with today's electronic world. The economic argument suggests that because no 

one knows what technological advances there will be in the firture, that cultural industries 

shouid remain unregulated. This way they would be fine to keep up with the changing 

world in their own innovative ways, instead of being tied to dated policies. 

As in almost anything else that human beings do, today's cultural industries are 

closely intertwined with technology. As the world changes industries will struggle to 

keep up and invent new and creative ways to market their products. Progress is natural in 

our times. Globalization and technology are the progress of this era, and culture, like 

everything else, will adapt or evolve into som*hing modem. 
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Cha~ter 4: Domestic Influences 

Split-run magazines have been a source oftension in Canada for most ofthis 

decade. Ever since the first split-run edition of Sports Illustrated Canada hit the news- 

stands in Canada in 1993, the Canadian government has been worrying about how to deal 

with the magazine industry- It has generated many studies into the economic vitality of 

the magazine industry. There is also an ongoing debate about the economic importance of 

Canadian cultural industries in g e n d  Split-run magazines have also had an impact on 

Canadian politics. Culture is a prickly topic, and this issue has divided many politicians. 

Split-run magazines and Bill C-55 have clearly illustrated the divide between politicians 

who are cultural nationalists, those who see bigger and different fights to pick, and those 

who prefer the economic viewpoint. This chapter will discuss the domestic politics of 

Canadian culture and situate the economics of the magazine industry within the context 

of domestic politics in Canada. 

Domestic Politics 

In March 1999, the House of Commons passed Bill C-55, in its original version, 

onto the Senate by 196-43 votes.' Although this is a large majority voting in favour of 

Bill C-55, there was a lot of murmuring about the potential short life of C-55. In March, 

Reform MP Deborah Grey noted, "Sure, it may pass vote today, but it will never be 

enactedSm2 In one seare, MP Grey was correct - that version of C-55 will never be law, 

but an amended version will. Moreova, there has been a lot of internal governmental 

debate and dispute over split-run magazines and Bill C-55. 



In very general terms, the two sides of the split-nm magazine dispute (the cultural 

nationalists and the economic integrationists) could be said to mirror the two leading 

Minister' s positions on the issue. Heritage Minister Sheila Copps is undeniably a cultural 

nationalist trying to protect the Canadian magazine industry, whereas Trade Minister 

Sergio Marchi has worked hard to find an economic compromise that was palatable to 

both the Canadian public and the American administration- Prime Minister Jean Chretien 

supported Sheila Copps through most of the C-55 negotiations. It is the official policy of 

the Canadian government to protect t s  cultural industries, and so in many ways it was a 

given that Chr&ien would support Copps. 

At the time of the breakdown in negotiations, prior to the final deal, Sheila Copps 

was adamant about her position. She was unwilling to compromise her position if it 

meant that Canadian culture be sacrificed in any way shape or form Copps insisted that 

if American h s  were given access to more than 10% of the advertising market, it could 

destroy Canadian magazines.' Sergio Marchi was "'not prepared to accept the current 

U. S. offer, and was arguing that the government should continue to show flexibility in 

order to avoid a trade war and serious damage to other indu~tries."~ Near the end of 

negotiations the relationship between Copps and Marchi had broken down to the point 

that their respective staff were publicly calling each other names.' 

Internal conflicts in the Canadian position made it very difficult to negotiate a 

compromise that would be acceptable to both sides. Moreover, tension in the Canadian 

government over split-run magazines made this whole process very difficult. Near the 

end of the negotiations when trade war was rapidly becoming a distinct possibility, Mr. 

Chretien had to intervene. As Shawn McCarthy states, '"Prime Minister Jean Chretien is 



being forced to take sides between two key cabinet ministers as Canada's l o n g - e g  

magazine feud with the United States threatens to escalate into a M-blown trade war'" 

In the end, he forced Copps to back off and allowed Matchi to continue the negotiations 

and find a compromise. This stance marks the shift in Canadian cultural policy towards a 

more open market for magazines. 

Atter the last of the negotiations over C-55 with the United States was concluded. 

and a new deal was announced, it became clear that not everyone was pleased with the 

results. The Canadian Magazine Publisher's Association (CMPA) declared the deal to be 

the death knell for Canadian magazines. In the House of Commons, "both the Tones and 

the New Democratic P a w  called on [Copps] to resign over a 'sell-out' ofthe magazine 

industry* while Reform and the Bloc Quebkois attacked her over the vague finding 

provisions, which sources say could be as high as $100-million a Copps 

responded that "Canadian culture is worth fighting for and it is worth paying for? Her 

critics, however, were relentless. The NDP culture critic, Wendy LiU, said, Canadians 

"are now in danger of not only losing our magazine industry, but our national soul as 

well."9 Copps and Reform MP Grey also exchanged sharp words as to whether or not 

Canada had sold out its magazine industry and loa a battle concern in^ the preservation of 

its cultural industries. lo The general mood in the House of Commons reflected the anger - 

of the cultural nationalists. 

Yet, despite d l  of the opposition to the h a 1  draft ofBill C-55, and despite 

Copps' previous stance against compromise she publicly declared that it was a "win-win 

situation for ~anada."" Copps claimed victory because for the first time the "Americans 

agreed that limited protection of domestic-cultural industries is This 



indicates the change in the Department of Canadian Heritage towards acceptance of a 

more open cultural policy. Whether or not this is a win for Canada or a face-saving play 

by Minister Copps is open to interpretation Neither Marchi, nor the United States 

declared themselves winners. As one official said, if one declares themselves a winner 

the other side feels that they should have pushed harder for more gains and they will 

apply this tougher negotiation technique next time the situation presents itself l3 

Many cultural nationalists felt betrayed by the d d .  They "accused Ottawa of 

giving away the country's cultural sovereignty by agreeing to provide American 

magazines with additional acce~s."~' Other critics argued that the compromise by the 

government is "proof that international trade agreements are eating away at Canada's 

flexibility to protect and promote Canadian cultural industries against their powerful U-S- 

co~nter~arts."'~ Economic integrationists say that the compromise shows how 

economics is in a better place to protect Canadian cultural industries. By allowing some 

fkeedom in the market, there is limited competition to spark growth in the Canadian 

industry. 

Canadian cultural policy shifted to a more open stance because of domestic and 

international influence and pressures. These influences have changed the ways in which 

the Canadian government tries to maintain its goal ofprotecting and promoting culture by 

ensuring the survival of the Canadian magazine industry, for example. Historically anti- 

split-run legislation was effective because there were no split-run magazines in Canada 

and the domestic industry was doing well. More recent policies, such as Bill C-103, are 

less effective because they have been challenged internationally and destroyed or 

modified. It remains to be seen how effective Bill C-55 will be once fully implemented. 



The final C-55 deal was held up for a few days from being officially signed while 

both governments reviewed the agreement. The United States was taken by surprise when 

the Canadian government granted the Weritage Department, rather than Indu~ay Cmda,  

the power to review all foreign investments in cultural ind~stries."'~ This means that 

Heritage, instead of Investment Canada, now has the right to decide on the conditions that 

foreign companies involved in all cultural industries will adhere to. The assumption is 

that Heritage will probably be stricter about regulations for culture than Investment 

Canada may have been This political decision to transfer power made the United States 

pause briefly before the find draft was signed and sent to be passed as law. AndT more to 

the point, the decision seems to have been taken to placate the growing domestic 

opposition to the deal. 

Another problem that the cultural nationalist argument has is that its main 

governmental supporters, the Department of Canadian Heritage, wield Little power. In 

the 198OSs, the Department of Communications held a large amount of power. The 

people appointed to top positions in this department were strong rising politicai stars. L7 

Victor Rabinovitch, the former Assistant Deputy Minister at Canadian Heritage, argues 

that the cultural sector lost its power when the Department of Communications was 

divided in the early 1990's. Telecommunications was shifted into Industry Canada and 

cultural industries became part of the Heritage Department. Culture, in losing its 

partnership with telecommunications, essentially lost the large economic section of its 

department. Telecommunications was a large part ofthe economic substance ofthe 

former Communications ~epartrnent.'~ Many people saw what was left to the 

Department of Canadian Heritage as 'fluff. 



Since the division of the Department of Communications, the D e p m e n t  of 

Canadian Heritage has struggled to recover.w Most ofthe manpower ofthe former 

Communications sector went with telecommunications to Industry Canada. This left 

Heritage with very few resources and a much-reduced budg*. On top of this, the new 

Heritage Department was almost immediately confronted with the difficult and important 

split-run magazine issue. Rabinovitch said that they only had one trade expert left to help 

solve the split-run issue, whereas normally there are dozens of trade pcople available. 

The depleted statfand budget cutbacks, according to Rabinovitch, are what caused the 

Department of Canadian Heritage to be ill equipped for the onslaught of American 

pressure on maga~ines.'~ Due to their weakened position, Heritage found itself a 

vulnerable target in Canadian politics with little support in terms of human resources or 

funds. Behind all of the snide remarks directed at the Heritage department, there may 

actually be some legitimate reasons for how things were handled. 

Interest Groub Pressure 

From the beginning there have been several interest groups lobbying the Canadian 

government to settle the matter in their favour. The largest lobby group is the Canadian 

Magazine Publisher's Association (CMPA). The CMPA is an organisation that looks out 

for the interests of magazine publishers and keeps them up-to-date on the latest news in 

the industry. They have been involved in this issue since the beginning of the WTO cowt  

case. The CMPA strongly opposed the recent negotiation process over Bill C-55. They 

felt that if 'W-S. publishers are to benefit fiom access to the Canadian advertising services 

market, they would have to compete fbirIy in that market and respect Canadian policy by 

providing a majority of Canadian content in split-run advertising editions of their 



magazines."21 The CMPA applauded the efEorts of Hexitage Minister Sheila Copps and 

Prime Minister Jean Chr6tien to maintain Canadian cultural policy and defend cultural 

ind~stries .~ Right up to the end of the negotiations over C-55, the CMPA was sending 

letters to the Prime Minister and other key players, trying to wavince them to find an 

alternative deal. In a later dated May 21, 1999, the CMPA wrote that the United States 

knows "that if Canada caves now, the cultural exemption in NAFTA will be shown to be 

an empty vessel and the Canadian position on culture will be shown to be a fiction They 

know that the magazine issue is a test of whether Canada will stand up for its rights or 

admit defeat-'" 

The position of the CMPA reflects the traditional cultural nationalist response to 

the government's actions on C-55. However, while the issue ofthe United States testing 

to see how far they can push Canada may or may not be legitimate, the CMPA's claim 

that the cultural exemption in NAFTA is empty is incorrect. As one official explained, 

Canada never invoked the cultural exemption rule for C - ~ 5 . 2 ~  Canada argued that C-55 

was fblly consistent with all of its trade agreements. The United States threatened 

retaliation under NAFTA, in relation to the cultural clause, but the Canadian government 

never mentioned cultural exemption. If a trade war had happened and the two countries 

had had to work this out through NAFTA, Canada had no intention of invoking cultural 

exemption, which means that this clause never would have been 'shown to be an empty 

vessel' as the CMPA believes." However, the general perception of Bill C-55 proving 

NAFTA the cultural exemption to be void remains. 

There are other interest groups, like the Association of Canadian Advertisers, the 

Canadian Media Director's Council and the Institute of Canadian Advertising, that 



lobbied in favour of opening up the Canadian market to foreign split-run m a g e e s .  

Their reasons are primarily economic. They feel that the new C-55 deal "'will give 

advertisers opportunities to reach certain markets not mently served by Canadian titles. 

The more open environment will also create opportunities for Cauadian publishers to 

broaden their i~itiatives."'~ Yet, this does not mean that advertisers intend to abandon the 

Canadian marka for greener American pastures. "Advertisers remain committed to 

Canadian magazines that contribute to our national culture and offer a diverse 

marketplace for their commercial rne~sages."~' 

What do Canadians think? 

While politicians and lobby groups focused on dealing with American pressure to 

settle Bill C-55, Canadian citizens went about their daily business. The media covered 

the split-run issue in detail, but Canadians have been ambivalent about this issue. There is 

relatively little statistical data that shows the fwlings of Canadians towards the magazine 

industry. However, there is some data that shows how Canadians think of culture as a 

whole. Overall, culture is not high on the priority List of Canadian citizens; there are 

more important concerns. In terms of problems behveen Canada and the United States, in 

1995 when the split-run magazine case was on the agenda at the WTO, the influence of 

American culture was only considered to be a problem by 7.5% of Canadians. Trade, on 

the other hand, was thought to be a problem by 43.6% of Canadians (See Table I).~* In 

other words, it would appear that the potential rise in the influence of American culture in 

the form of split-run magazines worried a very small portion of Canadians. Trade issues 

would seem to take precedence over cultural issues in terms of what matters most to 

Canadians. 



According to Environics Focus, approximately 50?% of Canadians believe that 

more should be done to promote a na t ioI  identity separate from the American one." 

According to the same survey, 52.5% of Canadians felt in 1995 that more needs to be 

done to protect Canadian culture &om outside influencedo From this one would 

presume that a slight majority of Canadians care about their cultural identity aud would 

be willing to work to ensure its nmival. This seems to be in dina contradiction with the 

minimal 7.5% of the population that feel that American cultural influence is a problem 

Canadians want to promote and protea Canadian culture and create a separate identity, 

yet in the grander scheme of things culture is very low on the priority list. According to 

cultural nationalists, American culture has the potentid to erode the Canadian national 

identity but overall Canadians are not worried about the influence of American culture, 

only about maintaining their own culture. 

Yet, when it comes to pouring money into dturd industries to promote and 

protect them in the name of Canadian identity aad culture only 14.4% of Canadians want 

to spend more on arts and culture (See Table 2)." The majority of people seem to think 

that the Canadian government is putting just the right amount of money into culture. This 

is despite the fact that 52.5% of Canadians felt that more should be done. Apparently 

more does not translate into more money. This does not bode well for the firmre of 

fiuther hnding or of subsidies for supporters of the cultural industries. 

Canadians are currently Living in an era of fiscal responsibility. This has affected 

cultural industries deeply. 'Wnder both the Muhoney Conservatives and the Chretien 

Liberals, cultural programs have not escaped the effects of attempts to fight burgeoning 

 deficit^."'^ Forced budget cutbacks hurt the cultural industries that rely on these funds. 



* T C @  
Which one ofthe items on this card causes the most serious problems in Canada-US 
relations? 

Item Value Freauencv Percent 

Trade 
U.S. Investment in Canada 
Acid Rain/Environment 
U. S . Foreign and Defence Policy 
The Influence of American Culture 
Sovereignty and Control of'fmitory 
NoneNo-Problem 
Other 
DWNA 

- - 

*Table 2: Federal S~endian and Culture 
Keeping in mind that increasing services could increase taxes, do you think the federal 
government is spending too much, just the right amount, or should be spending more? 

Value Label Value Frequencv Percent 

Too Much 
Right Amount 
Spend More 
DKNA 



The CBC is one ofthe more recent and contentious examples. The magazine industry's 

postal subsidies were also gradually reduced to a &action oftheir original monetary value 

throughout the 1990's. 'Mimy supporters of subsidisation shudder at the thought that, in 

an environment of budgetary restraint, subsidies might become the last line of defence in 

the event that regulatory control over, say Canadian programming, or foreign investment 

restrictions is 

The Economic Dimension 

At some point in time the Canadian govenunent will need to decide whether it is 

necessary to financially support cultural industries. In an increasingly global world where 

domestic choices are governed by things well beyond the control of domestic 

govenunents, the only safe haven left for govenunents wishing to protect their cultural 

industries is subsidies. Subsidies, unfo~unately, are costly. ''In 1995-96, the federal 

govenunent spent just over S 1 -6 billion on direct subsidies to culture, representing 1 -3% 

of all federal program expenditures in that year, an amount and share of program 

expenditures virtually unchanged &om 1992-93 ."34 Another large amount of money has 

just been allocated to provide subsidies for magazines that need them The rising cost of 

subsidies makes one wonder where this money will come from, particularly in an era of 

'fiscal responsibility'. Do Canadians feel that large sums of money need to be spent to 

protect and promote Canadian culture? Does the government want to pay out millions of 

dollars a year to support these industries, or are there more important things to do with 

that money? These are questions that will have to be answered by Canndians and their 

government in the coming years. 



The problem with subsidies is that they are likely to be challenged in the future 

under &air trading practice rules. 

Economists have long recognised that subsidies are one of  the least 
intrusive form of government intervention in the economy. However, not 
all subsidies are acceptable under international trade rules. In particular, 
subsidies deemed to injure the domestic industry of another WTO 
member, or cause serious prejudice to another membcis 'like product' are 
defined as 'actionable' by that member under the WTO Agreement on 
Subsidies and Countervailing ~ e a s u r e s . ~ ~  

Canada can be sure that the new subsidy for magazines will be challenged by the United 

States as a 'prejudice' against their 'like product' magazines. Subsidies continue to be 

one of the largest stumbling blocks between Canada and the United States under the 

advent of fiee trade. The Americans insist that the subsidised Canadian trade sectors 

have an unfair advantage and they demand equal treatment. There have already been 

murmurings by American magazines that when Canadian magazines get their planned 

subsidy, that the American periodicals will again be at a disadvantage, and that they too 

should be able to qualify for Canadian subsidies. The Canadian government does not 

want to give money to American This is likely to be the next major dispute 

that will develop in the magazine sector. 

There are also people who do not want to have subsidies supporting cultural 

industries. Many taxpayers prefer that their money go into reducing the debt, health care 

or education rather than into magazines or the CBC. ''Many critics believe that there is 

too much subsidisation - that subsidies, while clearly promoting more cultural output, do 

not necessarily promote higher quality cultural products, or at any rate cultural products 

that Canadians want."" Future support for cultural industries is in a precarious position 

fiom both a political and an economic perspective. 



From a business point of view7 many cultural industries do quite well. "Cultural 

products account for S 15-20 billion (Canadian) of Canadian economic activity mually 

and represent the country's fourth largest source of employment."38 In 1994-95, over 

700,000 Canadians earned their living fiom the cultural sector, including the side 

industries such as equipment and advertising.3g Culture, as the Americans long ago 

discovered is profitable when well organised. However, within the larger category of 

cultural industries, the magazine industry emerges at the lower end of the qectmm. As a 

whole, the Canadian magazine industry only employed 5,200 Mi-time workers and 1,700 

part-time workers in 1996-97? This works out to a very low percentage of total 

employment in the cultural sector, 

There are over 1,500 Canadian magazines in print.4' While this is a large number 

of periodicals for a relatively small country to produce, 70% of these do not appear on 

Canadian news-stands." Canadian magazine publishers do not sell their products on the 

news-stand because "shelf space is limited and rationed by charging for access - only 

Canadian magazines with very high circulation can afford these costs.'" Most Canadian 

magazines are sold on a subscription basis, largely through direct mailing sales. 

Canadian news-stands are 80% foreign dominated." Ofthese foreign periodicals 

most are American. The magazine export business is not generally a large business, 

except for American magazines into Canada. "Canada imports $818 million worth of 

foreign periodicals from the US. - about 800/. of all U S  magazine exports.'A5 Canada 

imports roughly the same dollar value in American magazines that the whole Canadian 

industry makes in a year From this vantage point, it is very difficult to say that Canada 

does not have an open market. Yet, the United States often argues that Canadian cultural 



exemptions restrict their market access. Cultural nationalists counter that some 

restrictions are a natural part of the international market and that the United States should 

not be treating Canada as an extension of their own market? 

In 1997 the magazine indusey grew by leaps and bounds. Sales were way up. 

Time's Canadian edition and Maclean's rose 64.9% and 56.5% However, 

in 1998 the industry experienced a sharp decline- ''More than 400/. ofthe magazines 

reporting showed a 1W or more decrease, with a drop in single copy sales 0f6.6%.'~~ 

The Canadian edition of Time lost 41 -6% and Maclean's lost 39.1% in sales." If one 

looks at the extreme rise in sales for both of these magazines' commemorative Princess 

Diana issues in 1997, then the drop back to a 'normal' sales level does not make this shift 

completely unreasonable. 

The drop in the United States was equal to the Canadian decline, an average drop 

of6%? Overall in the United States, news-stand sales of magazines have dropped 40% 

since 1988. The decline is Wrely due to a rise in electronic alternatives, or to drop in the 

number of people who read during their fiee time. That is almost half of their market in 

the last decade. This perhaps explains the tenacious drive of the Americans to secure 

access to the Canadian magazine This also helps to explain how the United 

States could perceive an "intrinsic economic advantage in consolidating its cultural 

occupation in ~anada."" This is particularly true in a cultural industry that makes 

relatively very little profit to start with- 

Each year approximately thirty Canadian magazines die. The average birth rate of 

magazines is about sixty a year." Overall, the Canadian magazine industry would appear 

to be healthy and growing. Yet, as the total number of magazines increases, the rate of 



sales for large Canadian magazines, such as MacIean's, decreases. One potential reason is 

the decline in advertising revenue (See Table 3). Another possibility is tough times 

economically for consumers. However, Sellwood suggests that the red culprit in the 

declining sales of large Canadian magazines is the "constant supply of new publishers in 

increasingly narrow niches resulting in a news-stand glut that is seriously eroding the 

sales figures of major magazines."ss In other words, it is the new 'babies' that are 

encroaching on the space of their forefiathers. The young magazines are doing what 

many suggest the Canadian magazine industry as a whole will need to do - find a niche 

market in which to expand* Young Canadian magazines arc growing well and expanding 

in a Canadian context, whereas the larger Canadian magazines may need to find an 

international niche if possible. So while some magazines are showing a decline in sales 

for large magazines, overall the industry profits are rising (See Table 3). 

The only new pieces of legislation in this decade that govern the magazine 

industry have been in response to the split-run magazine crisis and the reduction of postal 

subsidies. There have been no other new bills to promote or protect the industry in the 

last decade. Yet, in a time of crisis and scrutiny industry profits are rising, a fact that 

cannot truly be attributed to government legislation. The Canadian magazine industry 

appears to be healthy and, by most accounts, it can take the pruning measures that Bill C- 

55 will force upon it, despite its claims of the contrary. 

"Magazines have two basic clients, the reader and the advertiser; and two main 

streams of revenue, circulation and advertising" from which they make a profit.'6 

Magazines are dependent on both their readers and their advertising sources to produce a 

good product. In many ways, advertisements are the lifeblood of a magazine. The more 



Revenues 

Advertising Space: 

Single-copy Sales: 

Subscription Sates: 

Back Issues: 

Other Revenues:* 

Total Revenue: 

Expenses 

Salaries, Wages, Fees: 

Non-Salary Costs: 

Total Erpemes: 

Profit Before Taxes: 

% of Profit before Taxes: 



advertisements that a magazines sells, the more rwenue it will have to put into well 

written editorials and well organised layouts. The better the editorial content, the more 

readers will purchase the magazine. The more readers that purchase the magazine, the 

more advertisers are interested in using that space because they know that their ads will 

reach the market. This is the never-ending selfkeSorcing circle that magazines depend 

on for their livelihood. Competition is one of the factors that creates a larger circle and 

larger revenue. With the advent ofBiU C-55, Canadian magazines will face more 

competition for advertising space. 

In comparison to the American market, the Canadian magazine industry is very 

small. "In 1993, the magazine industry in the United States was expected to earn 

revenues of 322.7 billion. [. . .] By contro~t, in 1991-92, the entire Canadian periodical 

publishing industry earned revenues of $846.4 rnilli~n."~' In the United States, there are 

eighty-four consumer magazines with a circulation greater than one million "Over 220 

have a circulation over 300,000 and 226 have a circulation between 50,000 and 300,COC 

By contrast, only one consumer magazine in Canada, Reader's Digest has a circulation 

exceeding one million (1,266,518); 14 have a circulation over 300,000; and only 40 

magazines have circulation between 50,000 and 300,00."~* This sounds like an 

incredible amount of competition that Canada is facing, and it is. Economic 

integrationists argue that there is an incredibly large market that Canadian magazines 

could gain access to. Others say that magazines are primarily a domestic product, which 

is exported only on a small scale, and that access to the American market does little for 

Canadian magazines. However, as most of the Canadian market is dominated by foreign 

periodicals that have been imported from the United States, it is reasonable to ask why 



should Canadian magazines be able to do just as well as exports? This means that 

Canadian magazine publishen could make money fiom the creation of their own split-run 

editions sent to the United States. Harrowsmith and Hockev News both previously had 

American split-run editions. Other Canadian magazines could also take advantage of the 

new rules that C-55 has allowed, and learn to play the same game as the Americans. 

Numbers have shown that "advertising revenue is proportionately more imponam 

for the Canadian than for the American The loss of advertising revenue to 

American split-run magazines, according to the Canadian magazine industry, would be 

disastrous. That is why the magazine industry and its supporters pushed so hard to 

minirnise the damage that Bill C-55 codd do. Canadian Geopra~hic, for example, has 

"250,000 subscribers and comes out six times a year, while the monthly National 

G e o w h i c  has 680,000 subscribers in Canada alone and 12 million world-wide."60 John 

Thornson, the publisher ofCanadian Geographic, explains that "with its larger ad lineage 

and greater frequency of publication, 10% of National Geomaphic' s advertising pages 

would represent two-thirds of the smaller Canadian ~eogra~hic 's ."~'  So, for Canadian 

Geotzra~hic to lose 18% of potential advertising pages to larger similar foreign 

periodicals would obliterate almost the entire advertising revenue that Canadian 

Geoaraphic earns. Magazines, as previously discussed, are dependent on advertising 

revenue to create a good magazine and increase their overall circulation. Thus, it is 

understandable that the Caaadian magazine industry is calling Bill C-55 a sellsut. 

However, the changing world of technology offers some new solutions, and the 

situation may not be as bad as predicted. In creating cyber-magazines, there may be new 



potential forms of advertising or other types of revenue to be earned that will replace any 

potential loss to the magazine industry in the wake ofBill C-55. 

Most people acknowledge that there will probably be some loss of revenue for 

Canadian magazines in the next few years. However, many people say that the Canadian 

magazine industry is being too hasty and overly reactive. They argue that the industry 

should take time to adapt to the changes and learn to make the best ofthem The other 

thing that is rarely considered is whether or not American magazines are interested in 

starting split-run editions. While some definitely plan on creadng split-run editions, many 

are not considering such a venture as economically fusible or a profit making venture at 

this point in time. 

The advertisers have also pointed out that "many of the multinational companies 

that advertise in Canadian magazines are already in competing American  periodical^."^^ 

This can mean one of two things. Either these big multinationals, such as Clairol Revlon 

and Neutrogena, will be less likely to advertise in split-run magazines because they are 

already represented in similar Canadian and American magazines. Or, the multinationals 

will continue to advertise in American and Canadian magazines and just add split-run 

magazines to theu list of new places to market thei  products. Essentially, there will be 

no revenue loss for Canadian periodicals fiom multinational corporations. 

Most people seem to agree that the impact ofC-55 and the entrance of American 

split-run magazines into the Canadians market are unclear. If one believes that the 

advertising market has a fixed size, then any advertisements that the American companies 

take away fiom Canadian magazines will result in a net loss to Canadian publishers. 

However, if one believes that the advertising market changes according to outside 



variables, then foreign publishers will probably stimulate a larger advertising market? 

Advertisers themselves suggest that the "domestic magazines would still have some 

significant advantages over foreign competitors, and that the roughly $600 million a year 

in advertising in consumer and trade magazines would increase substantially if 

companies had access to the broader array of titles."@ The advertisers expect the "influx 

of US. titles in the ad market to increase the amount of money going to magazines. The 

Canadian magazine industry now accounts for only about 6% of the ad pie, compared 

with twice that for the magazine industry in the United ~tates.'*' Many people feel that 

there is a Light at the end of the tunnel for Canadian magazines. 

Throughout the last few years ofthe split-run magazine issue there have been 

many varied opinions. Politically, the Canadian government has been internally divided 

between the cultural and the economic arguments. However, the result of the C-55 

negotiations suggest that political compromise, even if it is against traditional culture 

protection beliefs, will rule the day. The threat of a trade war forced politicians to speak 

in economic terms about the value of Canadian mltural industries and to find the happiest 

medium possible. The optimist and the economic viewpoints both point to a healthy 

magazine industry that should adjust to new competition and eventually find a new niche 

in which to thrive. 
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Cha~ter 5: Conclusions 

"Canada has an amazing ability to change, adapt and reinvent its cultwee"l There 

have been some dramatic changes in Canada's culture over the years; this evolution has 

been facilitated by Canada's cultural industries and by public agencies such as the CBC. 

Cultural industries have, since the tum of the century, become an integral part of 

Canadian life. Given this, it is not hard to understand why many people saw the split-run 

magazine issue and Bill C-55 as a potential threat to Caaadian culture rather than just a 

matter of economics. In the end, "Canadian commentators and government officials are 

divided as to how to confiont this situation, with some stating that the W O ]  ruling is a 

sign that Canada's policies to protect its culture should be opened to general reappraisal, 

while others argue that Canada's cultural defences should be b~lstered."~ Once the issue 

has been filly examined it becomes evident that the traditional cultural nationalist style 

of defending culture has become outdated. The world operates more on an economic 

basis, and culture whether Canadians like it or not, is part of that circle. 

A Final Sav on Bill C-55 

The split-run magazine case demonstrates the potential for conflict within 

Canadian politics and highlights how the process of conflict and compromise within 

domestic poiitics can work While the end result is not pleasing to everyone, C-55 reflects 

a compromise between the cultural nationalist's position and the economic 

integrationist's position. Bill C-55 also marks a shift in Canadian cultural policy within a 

relatively small time fkame. Cultural policy has moved fiom a traditional cultural 

nationalists stance towards a more open view in line with the economic integrationists. 

The cultural nationalists have learned once again that it is not a simple matter to defend 



Canadian cultural policy and that their aims can only be met through the pursuit of 

specific goals and must make sense in terms of the larger economic picture. Cultural 

cliches simply will not work in the aunnt political environment. However, the 

integrationists cannot claim a complete victory in this case. The market is not completely 

wide open for all split-run editions. There is a limit- For the moment, limits need to be 

set while the cultural industries adapt to the changing world and prepare to deal with the 

future. As the United States Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky said, "[t]his 

agreement will create new opportunities for U-S. publishers to sell and distribute 

magazines in Canada It will increase market access in clear and predictable ways, 

address anti-competitive regulatory concerns, and provide tax and investment benefits 

and opportunities for foreign publishers in ~anada."~ 

The politics of the C-55 case demonstrates that Canadians need to learn to deal 

with cultural problems in a new way. Traditional methods of cultural protection and 

promotion are rapidly becoming obsolete in a world characterised by electronic media. 

This case has demonstrated that technology, globalization, a politically powefil United 

States, and divisions in domestic politics have to be factored into a new strategy for 

Canadian cultural policy. Canadians and their governments are currently ill-equipped to 

handle problems in the cultural sector. As the split-run magazine case has shown, the 

only solid defence that the Canadian government was able to come up with was that the 

United States made unfair accusations at the WTO. And, after they lost, they appealed. 

There was no 'Plan By; no alternative course of action shouid the WTO rule against 

Canada. No one seemed to have any idea what do to when challenged in this manner. 



Ifanything like the current policy toward the protection of autonomous cuitural 

industries is to be maintained in the f k u e  several things need to happen- First. Canadians 

need to decide that they want Canadian cultural industries and that they are willing and 

able to bear the associated costs- Secand, the government needs to show that it will 

consistently support Canadian cultural industries, both politically and economically. 

Third, Canada needs to develop better strategies for coping with outside interference. The 

line between domestic politics and foreign policy is increasingly blurred- Finally, 

Canadians and their governments will need to decide how and how much to protect these 

industries. The third and fourth items are probably the hardest to deal with, although all 

of them will take considerable time and effort to work out, 

While protection and promotion of Canadian culture remains important, the 

traditional methods of the culturd nationalists and the Canadian government are largely 

outdated. A serious public debate is needed to settle the issue of the future role of 

culture, although it is not clear that this will happen. In addition, more academic work 

needs to be done to understand just what the changes mean and how Canadians and their 

governments can best achieve the results that they are looking for. Among other things, 

the two sides in this debate will have to stop taking 'at cross purposes' and realise that 

both sides have intrinsic flaws. Nationalists have to go beyond the alarmist rhetoric that 

has become their mainstay and the integrationists need to take off their blinders and see 

that the world cannot be reduced to simple numbers. A public debate would equip 

Canadians to handle firture cultural conflicts in a more direct and effective manner - 
especially as these challenges are Wrely to be cast in largely economic terms. However, 

this does not mean that one should subscribe completely to the Acheson and Made 



viewpoint of an 'open skies' market for culture. There are several other opinions on the 

continuum between the two viewpoints. It is somewhere in the middle ground that a 

satisfactory compromise will be found. At this moment it is impossible to say exactly 

what that compromise will be as there are too many external and varied internal factors 

that will influence the choice of what the future will hold for Canadian cultural industries. 

In the meantime? the magazine business proceeds into the firture determined to succeed 

against a new set of odds. "A challenging business just got more challenging, [. . .] but 

Canadian magazines will be published."4 

International Challtnncs 

Canadians have had a lot of practice in dealing with American complaints about 

cultural policy as a trade irritant. As a result, there is a growing feeling that Canada 

should be a world leader in the changing world cultural policy. But is this possible? From 

the standpoint of the cultural nationalists the Canadian record in dealing with cultural 

challenges is abysmal. Repeatedly the Americans have succ+eded in removing or 

reducing Canadian cultural protection. From film distribution laws to the Country Music 

Television debacle to split-run magazines, American bureaucrats have managed to 

dismantle the central features of Canadian cultural policy. And, when various dispute 

settlement mechanisms fail to achieve the desired result, American trade law (Section 

30 1 of the United States Trade Act) allows for the United States government to retaliate 

against unfair traders. This is a particularly effective tool, as no formal proof of unfair 

trading is required under U S  law. 

While Canadian cultural industries may be l l l y  cognisant ofthe government 

policies that relate to them, the government does not seem to be as well versed in the 



changes that are taking place in the world of arlanal industries. It is the industries 

themselves that must work to Purvive. It is the magazine industry that lobbied hard to 

minimise the daxnage of C-55. Understandably, government responds to a different and 

much more comprehensive set of priorities than specific industries do. In addition, the 

promotion and protection of Canadian culture does not seem to be a high priority for the 

Canadian government. Their position, in simple tams, seems to be a reactive one- 

Therefore there will Likely be no preventive measures fkom the government to stop ftture 

cultural clashes with the United States, until the clashes actually happen 

The only current governmental initiative that may affect cultural industries is the 

Millennium project. The Canadian government is currently holding conferences across 

Canada to see if enough support can be generated to propose a working group for cultural 

disputes as a branch of the WTO. However, while there may be some interest in Canada 

for this proposal, there is not a lot of interest abroad, even fiom states that might be 

5 expected to support such an initiative. Heritage Minster Sheila Copps has not been 

successfUl in convincing other states that cultural industries need protection By and 

large, this is not a very surprising thing. Most Third World countries consider magazines 

a minor issue compared to clean drinking water, for example, and have little interest in 

supporting such a project. Developed c o d e s ,  like France, are unwilling to rock the 

boat. They insist that their cultures are protected, but, as Canada recently discovered, 

there is no actual written clause in international agreements that specifically states that 

culture is protected or exempted. Countries, like France, have little desire to find out that 

their culture is not protected and they are not interested in supporting a project that would 

bring their cultural industries under scrutiny fiom the international community Some 



smaller countries, like Belgium, are interested in the project. But if it is to succeed. there 

needs to be a large amount of support f?om several of the more powerful nations! Few 

states are actually in the position that Canada is; so close to the world's largest 

'producers' of culture and so poorly protected fiom its influence. 

This leaves the f i e  of cultural industries up in the air. Cultural nationalists 

worry about how much damage will be done to culture before the international 

community agrees that it is important. The integrationists suggest leaving dtural 

convergence or divergence up to the fiee market, or at least to a minimally restrained 

market. They point to the already large success of cultural industries in international 

markets. Canada exports super-star singers, actors and writers whose internationally 

reputation is good for the Canadian economy. Canadians can succeed in the international 

marketplace. "Strength in these markets is the best way to build strength at home in 

order to achieve the goals of cultural nationalists."' It becomes a matter of pride for 

Canadians to know that their own can succeed internationally rather than just the 

domestic market. "The belief that Canadian culture cannot compete with the 'American 

invasion' slights the wisdom, creativity, and resilience of Canadian citi~ens."~ There is 

room for a Canadian voice both intemationally and domestically; a fact that many 

Canadians have capitalised on while the government has been slower to recognize this. 

Econo-mic Tbounhts 

At the international level, the 'culture game' is played by economic rules. Canada 

has to come to the realisation that it needs to play by the same set of rules. This means 

that regardless of whether or not one defines culture as an economic commodity or a 

political exemption, culture must have a definition and a place within the current set of 



trade laws. The WTO ruling and the execution ofthe Bill C-55 negotiations have set a 

precedent for treating culture as trade. With a set pattern now in place, it will be difficult 

to reverse the trend. So, for now, cultural products are for all intents and purposes 

tradable goods. 

The survival of Canadian culture will also depend on the consumer. For Canadian 

culture to thrive, local cultural products have to represent a real choice for the consumer, 

whether they are standing in eont of a music store display, in Line at the movies, or at the 

news-stand. 

The Canadian government can keep Canadian products in the marketplace 
but it cannot force anyone to watch or read them. Canadian consumers 
will determine the true course of their culture, regardless of what Ottawa 
intends, Domestic content restrictions mean little in a world of 150 or 500 
television channels. Consumers can simply ignore the channels that do not 
interest them, It is the Canadian consumers, not American distributors, or 
the Canadian government who control Canadian 

If the industry can tum out products that Canadians will actually chose, and ifthese 

products actually reflect and encourage an independent culture, then there is hope for the 

b r e  of Canadian culture. 

Technology is changing much faster than governments can adapt to. This is the 

key reason why it will be important that the cultural industries do this work on their own. 

They depend on keeping up with the changing world; the Canadian government does not 

necessariiy depend on this in the same way. Nor will the government care as much as the 

industries themselves. The job ofthe cultural industries is to promote themselves in a 

global marketplace and work with the new materials that they are being given. As it is. 

magazine publishers are learning to deal with the vagaries of Internet publishing and 

figuring out how to make money through this new means of distribution- 



The industries, if sales an a good indicator, are probably more in touch with what 

the average person on the Stfeet wants in tams of culture than the government. This puts 

the cultural industries in a better position than the govemment to create Canadian culture 

that will be consumed and enjoyed by Coandians. This is assuming that Canadian content 

laws remain in place so that the culture being sent out to citizens is Canadian by some 

definition. 

A Lesson for Others 

These kind of cultural issues are problems, which reflect the concerns of the 

developed world. Many countries, particularly low-income developing countries, have 

no real interest in supporting Canada's cultural initiatives for the Millennium round of 

GATT. Culture is simply not a high priority for the Third World. Basic necessities, like 

food and shelter, and economic trade, to boost their economies, are more important to 

thesz countries than magazines. From their point of view, Canada is lucky to have 

problems like culture and they have little understanding as to why Canadians are so 

upset. 

Laurier LaPierre has argued that "universal human rights and other phenomena 

that remove power from the nation-state" may take precedence over national sovereignty 

in the near future. lo LaPierre backs up his point by saying that the meaning of 'country' 

has changed since Confederation and that 'Canadian content' is very hard to define 

precisely. He suggests that in a decade or so the world will have changed so completely 

that national sovereignty will no longer exist and cultures will simply exist without the 

nation-state. While these are very real possibilities, countries such as China and the 

United States "are certainly showing no readiness to abandon the notion of sovereignty. 



Their cultures continue to be rooted in a very strong sense of national identity." " The 
decline of national sovereignty, Linked to cultural industries, is a very contentious issue. 

Many people argue that foreign content will destroy Canadian national identity. 

This possibility cannot be discounted when one examines the amount of influence that 

American politics and international economics wield over Canadian cultural policy. 

Canada is in a good position both politidly and economicallyY Canada has repeatedly 

been at or near the top ofthe United Nations Humaa Development Index in the Last 

decade. Canadians of all different background are living together in relative peace and 

harmony. Overall, Canadians are thriving and multicultwlism seems to be alive and 

well. The argument has been made that it is the Canadian model of multiculturaiism that 

will be held up as a leading example of how citizens ofthe world urn live together within 

the confines of a state. There is the potential for Canada to be a global leader on culturai 

issues on many fronts, but without international support, this may prove to be an 

extremely difficult task, particularly within the restrictions of current international 

economic agreements. 

The debate in Canada between the cultural nationalists and the economic 

integrationists is one that has an international counterpart. The Canadian case of the split- 

mn magazine issue can be a lesson for other countries. For example, countries Like France 

(who agree with the cultural nationalist's position) might learn valuable lessons about 

how to counter the actions of larger partners. By contrast, the United States and the 

United Kingdom might take great pleasure in the outcome and feel that the economic 

logic did and will prevail. Canada's experience with split-run magazines can be held up 

to the rest of the world as an example of what works and what does not work when 



fighting for cultural exemptions. At one level, Canada has been effective at promoting its 

culture because Canadians are aware ofthe problems that face cultural industries in 

smaller states. However, the cultural mtionaIist position needs to be reworked to be more 

effective if cuItural exemptions and protections are to Qdst in the future. The countries of 

the world, living under the same set of international economics restrictions and American 

powerhouse politics as Canada, will need to bend and adapt to the rules of this game if 

cultural nationalists plan on winning any cultural concessions in the future- 
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